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PERFECT BALANCE

Lloyd Corrigan. Photographed
by William Skall.

Perfect Color Balance makes the carbon arc the ideal light for
This

same

quality

makes

it

a

better,

faster

light

full

color productions.

black and white photography.

for

NATIONAL MOTION PICTURE STUDIO CARBONS
are designed for the specific needs of motion picture photography.

that

NATIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHII
CARBONS

'

is

They provide

lighting

balanced to the color sensitivity of modern, high speed, photographic emulsions.

• NO
• NO
• NO

NEED FOR SPEED ABSORBING FILTERS
DETERIORATION WITH AGE

UNTIMELY OUTAGES

j

maximum of COOL photographic light, BALANCED AT
THE SOURCE for the requirements of the camera.

provide the

PROVE FDR YOURSELF THE ADVANTAGE OF CARBON ARC LIGHTING

1

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
:

1

INC.

Carbon Sales Division, Cleveland, Ohio
Unit of Union Carbide
BRANCH SALES OFFICES
New York

|l|dd
-

and Carbon Corporation
Pittsburgh

-

Chicago

-

San Francisco
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You

know the important part that fine-grain negative
plays in getting the kind of photography audiences like.

SUPERPAN is the new, i.mipvo\ed,fi>ier-grain film, which
also offers you supersensitive speed, wider latitude and
unparalleled emulsion quality. Made by Agfa Ansco

Corporation in Binghamton,

New

York.

35 MM. FILM
C.

KING CHARNEY, Incorporated
HOLLYW OOD

6372 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 2918-2919

Tel.

NEW'
245 W'est

YORK
5

5th Street
Citv

New York
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A LINE OF

MAZDA LAMPS

G-E

TECHNICOLOR

3.

10

KW.

G-96

about 1/8

CP

5

which
1.

Improved quality
of the

KW. G-48 CP
about 1/5

of pictures

.

.

2

KW. MOVIEFLOOD CP
about 1/6

size

thanks
C. Sets are no warmer than with arcs
to the higher efficiency of these lamps and the
the
heat absorption by
glass filters.
.

.

G-E MAZDA Movieflood

lamp.

size

advantages:

offers these definite

give a whiter light than do
lamps. All operate at the higher

MAZDA

efficiency

2

size

new lamps

A. These
regular

KW. G-64 CP
about 1/6

size

.

.

D. Hence these lamps reduce the number of retakes
interruptions of the production schedule. Obviously, this promotes better morale on the part
of actors, directors, technicians, and other perwhich is reflected in better pictures.
sonnel

and
B. Used with suitable filters, which are readily
available, the light of these new lamps mixes with
daylight or arcs. Studio tests show highest fidelity
in reproduction of colors, including "whites”.

C. Their flexibility gives the cameraman tools to
express his artistry. They give accurate and easy
control of light in a wide variety of equipments.
And these equipments are compact, which permits
lighting effects to be secured in space too cramped
for other light sources. Result: better photography.
2.

Improved working conditions on the set
A. With these
no

loss

new G-E MAZDA lamps

there

is

of time for retrimming.

B. There

is

no annoyance or delay from smoke or noise.

.

.

.

Lower production

costs

on pictures

.

.

A. These new lamps are readily used in equipment
you have. This means no investment to make in
new equipment, except for inexpensive filters;

no new
B. There

rentals to pay.
is

no mechanism

to

maintain.

C. With these lamps fewer men are needed

to

handle

lighting equipinent.

D. hess time is necessary for rigging or striking a set
because the equipment is light in weight, compact and easily moved.

Try these new G-E MAZDA lamps when you use Technicolor. You will
find them helpful. General Electric Company, Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

GENERAL^ ELECTRIC
MAZDA LAMPS
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S

in a local newspaper colgiven to film flatter, appeared an amazing pair
They quoted Hal Mohr, A.S.C., then

tself?

of paragraphs.

engaged

in

filming Green Pastures and doing a right good

that his was the concluding major
photographed in black-and-white, that
all following productions were to be in color, that he and
his fellow cinematographers were storing in mothballs their
hard-won cinematographic arts in favor of this new chromatic medium which had bloomed overnight to dominate
of

job

Justifying

OME FEW WEEKS BACK,
umn
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predicting

it,

production

to

be

the Hollywood studio production schedule.

Of course, Mohr never said any such thing. Indeed, for
record, he is currently engaged in filming the famed
features of the Miles. Goynor, Bennett, Young and Simon
under the guiding eyes of Darryl Zanuck. The work is in
the

black-and-white.
But the important item

is,

statement ever composed?

It

origin.

It

is

of a

piece with

why was such a

hyperbolic

reveals traits of press-agent

sundry similar inspirations,

not entirely unlike stock-selling effusions, that extoll colpurported usurping sweep.
Reports filtering back from London expose the surprising

or's

opinion widely

held there

Hollywood production
the advent of sound

that the

of

is

in

its

influence of color on

magnitude comparable only to
revolutionizing effect on film

floated, paper

is

peddled for public

purchase, cinematographers cast wary eyes on the published
impending doom. So, again slipping into the guise of an
Reporter,

Inquiring

Becky Share, as is
commercial practicability of color.
known, was no howling financial success nor was it highly
regarded as a theater attraction by exhibitors.
Trail of the Lonesome Pine, as is also known, fared much
better

we calmly probe about

for

fads and

figures that correctly illumine the situation.

in

its

to

what degree

It

was a highly successful

us

let

pause for a

moment
us see

let

the balance sheet.

color influenced

Walter Wanger had a proven parcel of thefilmed before and profitably.
It had been
He produced the picture
with eye to story, unfolding of drama and entertainment
content. He instructed Director Henry Hathaway to "throw
away the color." In an interview carried by Motion PicIn the story,

He used

start

stars of box-office value.

Wanger

Herald,

declared,

and

let

set at

the

top

of

this,

Story,

the

may." Unusual
keep the color subdued and of

color fall where

precautions were taken to
secondary interest.

On

"The goal we

production and never deviated from, was to hew

of

to the story line

picture

and

stars

it

intensive

received

selling

axioms

are

for

selling

picture

profits.

1

coming production season by the ten largest comThree are in color.
Becky Sharp, a color film, was released on June 28,
1935. At this writing two other color films have been released; Trail of the Lonesome Pine on March 13, 1936
and Dancing Pirate on May 22, 1936. During this period
some five hundred black-and-white films have been made
and released.
It would appear, to put it gently, that black-and-white
seems to be holding its own.
Twentieth Century-Fox has Ramona, in color, in its cutting rooms slated for release on October 23, 1936. Also
in cutting rooms is The Garden of Allah, in color, by Selz-

But

ater property.

pressure.

Turning first to the trade press. The Hollywood Reporter on August 11,
936, reports forty-five productions
in progress in Hollywood studios. One is in color.
The Motion Picture Herald, esteemed for its reliability,
reports four hundred and eighty-five features projected

tour of the trade.

and profitable venture.

of analysis of the factors impelling the profits;

ture

fabrication.

Companies are being

It would appear, again to put it gently, there is and will
continue to be occasion for studios to utilize services of
orthodox cinematographers.
Now to consider box-office reports as indication to the

It

is

difficult to

see

how

color can

be singled out for

It
seems scarcely
credit for "Pine's" success.
conformity with fact for it to be hailed as a staggering
color triumph. Rather, it looms as a shrewdly-handled pic-

individual
in

for the

ture that

panies.

color.

made money

How much,

if

—and

incidentally

any, color contributed

happened
to

to be in

the box-office

can not be estimated with any degree of accuracy.
exhibitors say it offered nothing. Others are nonDid color alone
committal. This point simmers down to
pull

Some

—

bring in sufficient dollars to offset the added cost of putting

it

in

the picture?

money

to equal

in

Would

not the picture have played

And

black-and-white?

returned equal

net profits?

Dancing Pirate didn't do so well
world.

It

is

in

a

cruelly

reported, as the saying goes, a flop.

criticol
It

is

re-

scorecard by studios

puted to have cost someone a pretty penny. One exhibitor
In making a
comments, "The producers missed fire here.
great picture you must have names that sell at the box
office. A fairly good picture to poor business."
The inference is plain. Color can't carry the picture.
Most evidently, story, names and production are needed

each

to carry the

nick for United Artists release of unannounced date. Shooting

is

lease

Warner Bros.' God's Country and the
date not determined.

With these three
for

Warner

Woman,

re-

color contributions unveiled, the color

will read;
RKO-Radio two and one
Wanger-Poramount,
Twentieth
Century-Fox,
and Seiznick-United Artists.

Bros,

So far as can be ascertained from studio executives, no

more

any definite stage of contemplation by any of these studios, nor by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
Paramount, Universal, Columbia or other larger studios.
color features are in

Thus, on

window
ducers

burden of color.
color's

performances at the ticket
can be found little to enthuse projump picture costs another third oy

traceable

to date there
in

the main to

calling in the involved

and highly technical processes.
Continued on page 378
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and head. Both the system and the materials have
been proven in actual use on major-studio productions, with

of face

amazing results.
The originator of this new school of
Dawn, head of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
ment.
Like most make-up craftsmen.
work upon earlier training as an artist;

make-up is Jack
makeup depart-

Dawn

bases his
but unlike most

who approached make-up through a study
and pigments. Dawn is a sculptor. To him, conIt
make-up technique was basically wrong.

of his fellows,
of painting

ventional

sought to gain a three-dirnensional result by two-dimensional methods.
In other words, it sought to change contour by painting it over with variations of light and shade.
may paint
have a baseball.
As Dawn says, "Suppose
it in any way that
wish so that it will look like a cube
turn the baseball, or
and it is still a sphere.
But if
move myself to a different viewpoint, the cube vanishes,
and
have only a painted baseball.
"That is the weakness of today's so-called 'corrective'
or shaded make-up.
Our ultimate picture may be flat,
but our actor's face isn't. And the camera and actor both
move around, so that th^i make-up is not regarded from
one fixed viewpoint. Cosmetic painting can give a smooth
texture to the skin, and a photographically even coloring
at all points. As far as texture and color go, such makeup is good from all angles; but while our painted highlights and shadows can give an illusion of altered contour
they cannot be
if
viewed from certain specified angles
expected to do so from all angles, or under all conditions.
"To illustrate: suppose we have an actor with a thin
face and a receding forehead, but who should, to fit his
role, have a full face and a prominent forehead.
Under
normal conditions, we would try to suggest this by contrasted light and shade in the make-up.
To a certain
extent we could subdue the cheek-bones by carefully shading them with a darker shade of make-up, and render
the concave cheeks more rounded by applying a lighter
shade of make-up. Careful highlighting with lighter makeup could also render the backward-sloping forehead somewhat more prominent. In a still picture, where the relation of subject and lighting is rigidly fixed, and where the
camera regards the subject from but one angle, this sort
of make-up can work wonders.
But in a motion picture,
where both subject and camera can and do move in relation to each other and ta the lights, such a make-up is
not nearly so effective. Let our actor simply turn his head,
and the elaborate pattern of painted light and shade on
his cheeks may easily be revealed for the trick it is. And
while the highlighted forehead can fool the camera as
long as the camera views it full-face, as soon as the head
turned to show the profile, the forehead recedes. No
is
painting or shading can produce a cranial development
which isn't there!"
Since painting could not solve this problem. Dawn reasoned, sculpture might. The thin cheeks could be moulded
into the desired roundness; the receding brow could be
built out as much as necessary. On the stage, such effects
have to some extent been secured by using the traditional
cheek-pads, nose-putty and waxes. But the intimacy of the
I

I

I

I

I

—

Bruce Cabot made up for a part in “The Last of
the Mohicans.’’
The bald effect was done enCompare
tirely with the new plastic make-up.
the straight with the character picture.

or thirty

centuries, actors have been painting
Today, we have evolved better oaints,
and more subtle methods of applying them; but the
common concept of make-up is still a painted face. Thirty
centuries of make-up had evolved nothing fundamentally new.
Within the past few months, however, this picture has
been changed. A fundamentally new range of make-up
materials has been evolved, based on a fundamentally new
approach to the problem of make-up. This new system
literally creates new contours, remodeling the actual shape

F

their

faces.

screen

makes these

tricks of little value.

In a close-up, a

September,
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Make-up
that

is

Sculpture-like
by
William

Stull,

A.S.C.

—

expressionface built up with putty or wax is mosk-like
less.
For successful contour-correcting screen make-up, on

new material is necessary. It must be flexible,
so that the natural movement of the facial muscles will
move the built-on make-up into normal expressions. It
absolutely

should not be crocked or collapsed by ordinary rough
usage, nor melted by ordinarily high temperatures. And
it
should provide o skin-like texture for the overlying
make-up which blends it with the rest of the face.
This seems like on impossible order but Down has acAfter many years of
tually developed such o material.
exhaustive research, he has created a material which looks
and feels like human skin, which may be used in a microscopically thin coating, or modelled half-an-inch thick,

—

which

shock-proof,

is

heat-proof,

With it, our thin actor's
and the receding forehead built
angles the camera sees a full face
over, when the actor moves his
flexible.

—

and
moisture-proof
cheeks can be filled out,
forward so that at oil
and a high brow. More-

expression muscles, the
surface of the make-up:
smile—and smile
naturally. When he wrinkles his forehead in thought, the
the
If
artificial
brow reproduces the natural wrinkles.

expression

when he

is

reflected

on

the

smiles, the built-up cheeks also

"heavy's" Sunday punch lands on the forehead (or a builtup nose, for that matter) no harm is done. If the stage
the temperature soars, the make-up does not
is hot and
melt or run, and a special sub-coating can be applied to
absorb perspiration.
The first step in applying this three-dimensional makeup is to take an accurate cast of the player's head. While
Dawn and his staff have worked out certain improvements
in the technique of cast-making, this is done in substantially the usual manner. This cast is a miscroscopicolly accurate reproduction of the player's head and face, complete in every detail. Using this cast as a basis, everything
except the final minute details of a make-up can be worked
out at leisure, without having to keep the actor for hours
in the make-up room.
On this, too, headpieces, such as
built-up foreheads, noses, and the like, can be made
,

ahead of time. When, later, they are fitted to the actor,
they must invariably prove a perfect fit.
Then either on the cast or upon the player's actual
face
Dawn or his assistants begin to model a new character. The material used for this is a special preparation,
the result of Dawn's many years of research. It looks like
flesh-colored dough, and it is spread on the face much as
a plasterer spreads plaster on a wall. When the desired

—

—

contour has been roughly approximated. Dawn models the
final detail exactly as a sculptor would finish a clay figure.

Lionel
in

Where

Barrymore

made up

as

Andrew Jackson

the picture, “The Gorgeous Hussy.”

only a thin coating

is

required, the

some com-

pound, but in liquid form, is used, and may be brushed
on os desired.
The result is uncanny: it looks exactly like natural skin,
and even feels like it. When a normal make-up is applied
over it, neither the eye nor the lens can detect any trace
of artifice.

^

new preparation. Dawn found it necnew group of auxiliary prepTo hold the molded headpieces in place, some

To work with

this

essary to evolve a completely
arations.

Continued on page 380
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Shooting

N

ATURAL-COLOR

1936

cinematography

is

or

on

Sea

Bottom

always interest-

ing; so is underwater filming. And when you comthat
and results
bine the two, you get problems
are a distinct departure from the beaten path of routine

—

the

—

camerawork.

When

Pioneer

Productions

sent

me

to

Tahiti

with

a

Technicoor unit, part of my assignment was to find out
how Technicolor behaved under water. The tests we made
weren't the first color scenes filmed undersea, for several
of Mack Sennett's cameramen had filmed some very effective submarine scenes in bipack; but ours was the first
venture in taking a modern three-color camera under water. And though the shots we made were brief, and strictly
tests, they proved remarkably successful.

Of course we used a standard Technicolor three-color
camera: the only modification made was in fitting smaller
magazines, to minimize the size of the camera and its
water-tight blimp. The magazines ordinarily used hold
,000-ft. rolls of film, and are naturally rather
three full
With an ordinary black-and-white camera, one
bulky.
would simply use one of the old-type 400-ft. magazines;
but as the three-color Technicolor camera is a recent development, no such magazines were available. Therefore
we had built a special magazine with a capacity of 335
feet of each of the three negatives; this enabled us to di1

,000-ft.
vide our regular
loads without waste.
1

rolls

into

The water-tight camera-box was

three equal, smaller

of essentially convenwith an eye to the simplicity
underwater camerawork. It was
specially built by the Fried Camera Company, and in appearance looked not unlike any ordinary metal blimp. At
the front, a generous sunshade shielded an optical-glass
window over the lens. The whole rear of the camera was
removable, and bolted down to form a water-tight door.
tional

design, but planned

necessary

for

successful

by

Floyd Crosby, A.S.C.

A

motor-switch and a generous focusing dial were
and large inspection ports were provided over the focusing-scale, footage counter, etc. The
finder
an ordinary Mitchell type
was carried in a separate water-tight box in the usual place on the left side
of the larger box. It has the usual pivoting movement to
correct for parallax, though this had to be adjusted by
hand, as for the sake of simplicity, the usual refinement
large

carried on this door,

—

—

The
interlocking finder and lens-focus was omitted.
finder calibrations were particularly large, so as to be easof

ily

read underwater.

The entire construction of the waterproof case was
Duralumin and steel, and a most important feature of the
design was the provision of four large tubular hand-rails
one on each side at the top of the box.
The tripod was a conventional type fitted with regular
Mitchell legs, and with the head enlarged and modified to
serve as a free-head for the large camera-box. As most
of our work was done where there was a soft sand bottom.

—

Continued on page 379
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SUPREME
SUPER X

Panchromatic Negative delivers

surpassing photographic quality to the
screen. Nothing else could have

won

unparalleled acceptance which Super
joys in the industry.

preme

film

art of the

medium

It

the

X en-

stands as the su-

for interpreting the

motion picture to a world public.

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y.

(J.

Fort Lee,

E.

Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,

New

York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAX SUPER X
PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVE
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LENSES

Clark,

on

A.S.C.,

return

his

vocation fishing trip in Oregon
did not hove time enough to drop in to
tell us about the big one that got away.
He was immediately assigned to Canada to start the second Quintuplet pic-

from

his

ture.

A.S.C.,

Miller,

another

picture

last

20th

at

week
Cen-

tury Fox with Director Butler.

• Robert
made

A.S.C.,

Pettick,

and

A.S.C.

Stanley

Harry Wild,

Cortez,

30 days are

the past

A.S.C.

all

hitting the high

Pettick

shooting at Columbia studios on the
Bing Crosby production; Wild is at R.
is

Mitchell Camera Corporation
665 North Robertson Blvd.
West Hollywood, California

CO.

ment.
8572 Santa

Monica,

Hollywood,

Motion Picture

Representative,

Eastern

Camera Supply

Cal.

723 7th Ave. N.Y.C.

Co.,

rUARIABLE AREA RECORDERS^
fATCNT HO. .MSSa*. OTHERS PENOINC
ALSO

35 mm to 16

mm

REDUCTION SOUND PRINTER

D
n
1^

AND
SOUND EQUIPMENT
Catrie

address

CRSCO

g

C.R. SKINNER MFC. Co.
PHONE OROUIAV 6909

290 TURK STAEET.

San Francisco. California

^

0:%'E

H

MAX

1,

U. S. A.

i

3

at

A.

C.

S.

Folsey

M.G.M

Members hospitaling were
who is out and at it again
and Charles Lang,

studios

who returned from

mount

—

with being one of the first cinematographers to come to Hollywood.

The cause of death was heart attack.
Kohler was 46 years of age, a native of
Chicago and a resident of Los Angeles
twenty-three years.
During the world
war he served in the 69th infantry.

Street,

some quarters
Garden

In

Hollywood,

Calif.
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Considered one of the
greatest works on Cinematography ever published.
®

This great book has contribufrom not only the most
tions
Directors

raphy, but from

of

men

Cinematoghigh

in

the

laboratory and manufacturing end
of the Cinema Industry.

•

fate

of Tre

it

of

held that the
Allah will have

is

color's uncertain future.

Here again it will be difficult to distinand isolate for evaluation the

guish

drawing power of the color content. The
story is a popular one and sure-fire for
filming. It has great box-office names,
Marlene Dietrich and Charles Boyer. It
has been superbly directed by Richard
Boleslawsky.

duced

it

in

Myron Seiznick has
grand manner.

It

is

pro-

being

expertly exploited.

Those who
ree's

have

report the picture

sational

success,

some of the
headed for sen-

seen

color or no.

seen some of the
taking in beauty.
white

stills;

We

have

they are breath-

They are black-and-

!

Ameiican Cinemafoprapher
6331

roy.

Freulich,

A.S.C.,

floor to inform us that he

is

takes the
the youngest

Cinematography in Hollywood, even younger than William Mellor
who was credited as being in the fledgling class.
However, may the best man
Director of

win.

• Roy

Warner

Foster, A.S.C., with

eastern studios has
past

six

weeks

in

Bros,

been spending the
Hollywood studying

and technique as pracHollywood cinematographer.
Foster claims it is the most profitable
six week he has ever spent taward furthering his profession. During his stay
the fine courtesy extended to him by evstudio practice
ticed by the

member of the A.S.C. in the studios
has permitted him to gather information
that he believes would not otherwise
have been available to him. Foster reery

turned to
August.

New York

the

latter

part of

went
A! Gilks, A.S.C., who
England missed the California sunshine on the first session of cloudy days
recently

to

London. Al decided to visit OsBelgium in an effort to pick
up a few violet rays. When he arrived
there he found John Boyle, A.S.C., Ned
Mann, A.S.C., and Eddie Cohen, A.S.C.,
attempting to find Old Man Sol. None
were successful, the clouds followed .Al
to Ostend.
to

hit

tend

in

Hollywood

Hollywood,

Itself?

Continued from page 373

much bearing on

noted

He leaves his widow Mrs. Irene Kohhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Conrad
Kohler and a sister Mrs. Mildred Con-

ler,

All This Col or Ballyhoo Justifying

s

EQUIPMENT CORP.

-

Roach

Alton ATOKY

PREMIER MOTION PICTURE

1

Hal

the

studios.

•

O Henry Kohler, A.S.C., who was cameraman for Harold Lloyd for many years
passed away this month. He was credited

—o

V«l.

PARADE
joined

lot.

2000 ft. per hr.
1000 ft. per hr.
35nim - 16mm
Perfected Machine Developing

Cosmo

Jr.

his vacation to take
another in the hospital
but he is also
out again and returned to the Para-

Senior size,
Junior size,

1611

and

Game."

controlling photography on
is
"Four Days Wonder" at Universal. Good
luck you sprouts.

•

Velocilator
Camera Dollies, Camera
Blimps. Camera
Motors,
and complete camera accessories and equip-

Big

Cortez

Geo.

CAMERA

FEARLESS

"The

leasing

O.

K.

he

Cinematography with-

Directors of

spots on their first productions.

sale by

Afterwards

0 Henry

• Arthur
started

in

ON

MEMBERS

A.S.C.

F 1.8

Blvd.

Calif.

Is

the picture

color as

it

and-white?
box-office

as good a picture in
would have been in black-

Can
lure

the

the

story,

Marlene

Dietrich

and

tribute a few items to his picture, be
black-and-white or color.

it

Scaling of these factors leads to the
opinion that color has been ballooned

by ballyhoo into seeming importance it
does not possess under cold-blooded production and exhibiting conditions. The
alleged rising tide of color leaves Hollywood quite unscathed!
The occasional color films and may
we always have them with us are pleasant and interesting interludes m our pro-

—
—

duction season.

Practical

studio production

color

match

in

iences

popular

appeal

of

scientists.

the

of

Charles Boyer, the majestic sweep of the
production itself? Will it pay its way
in
These are
surplusage of receipts?
questions that defy answering at this
moment, but they are something to think
about. After all, the producer does con-

in

contact

men
with

and seasoned

find

new exper-

budding young

—

. .

September,

But nowhere is there odmissabie evidence indicating that cinematography is
becoming a lost art. Cinematographers
hard at work to pay off the family mortgages need not necessarily take the col-

propaganda too

or

Mohr

Hall

seriously.

incident,

for reasons of

its

may

it

As

the

in

be biased

own.

Continued from page 372

new

bulbs,

cables, electrical

par-

aphernalia.
Light control on the set
has been made orderly.
Projection rooms have been standardized with uniform throws to screens
that the cinematographer may better

judge finer details of his rushes.
Every facility and encouragement is
It is not to be wonlaid before him.
dered, therefore, that Valentine and his
confreres at Universal are perpetrating

photography comparable to the highest

May

it be of the record that here
producer's pronouncement that
speedily materialized as advertised.

levels.

one

is

this

In

deftly

and

mated

in

fairly

to

camera.

265

lbs.

Working on the

environment, Valentine works
swiftly. Set-ups ore consumScenes seem
sparse periods.

flow into the magazine of his
He operates smoothly, calmly
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we made the
hole cut away in
so

surface, this would be almost too heavy
it was acdue to the displacement
of the camera-box, so we ballasted the
box with about 20 lbs. of lead, and secured just the right balance.
Underwater,
could easily pick up the outfit
with one hand!
Our working routine was simple
enough. We worked from a raft, rather
than from a boat. The camera would
be loaded, and placed in its box; and
cs the outer focusing scale was uncalibrated, we would begin by connecting
its control with the lens, and checking
the
calibrations
on the lens-mount,
marking the outer scale with a wax pencil.
In this way we could always be sure
there were no mechanical errors in our
focusing hook-up.
Then, loading the
camera and diving equipment on the
raft, we would be towed to wherever we
wanted to work. Once the raft was
anchored,
would put on a diving-helmet and go down to pick my set-up.
When
was ready,
would signal the
men on the raft, and they would lower

379

with a

generous

the center.

With an

raft

for comfort; but underwater,

assistant on either side of this opening,

tually too light,

each gripping one of the handrails on
the camera-case, it is easy to lower the

camera quickly and safely

lining up the shot could proceed subthe same as on the surface.
However, in focusing underwater, there
is
an additional factor which must always be considered. This is the refrac-

stantially

tion of the water.
It effectively lengthens the focus of the lens by two-thirds,
same angle
we would get on the surface with a 2"
lens, we would have to use the widestangled, short-focus lens possible
in this
case, a 35mm. The refraction also plays
tricks with your focus, so after measuring the actual distance to your object,
you should set the lens for two-thirds ot
setting at 6 feet if ttie
that distance
actual distance is 9, and so on.
To take the place of the usual tapemeasure, we used a metal rod, with the
feet marked in colored paint.
We had no trouble with exposure.
The Tahitian waters are clear, and the
white sand of the bottom acted almost
as a reflector; working in the middle of

so that in order to cover the

—

—

I

the tripod for

me

to set up.

When

bot-

Once the camera got down to me, and
was mounted on the tripod, focusing and

I

I

the

to

tom.

I

Valentine's Technique

type;

proximately

that

was done, down would come the camera.
Now, even on a large and steady raft,
lowering an ungainly 265-lb.
camera
box over the edge would be a tricky task:

and with the soft-spoken confidence that
indicates

Few

his

complete

mastery of

the

hand.

task at

directions

are

voiced.

His

is

o

clockwork unit. He has installed a useIt is a twoful gadget on his camera.
toned French automobile horn taped on
the blimp. When he is ready for the
take, he squeezes from it two musical
toots. And from various directions come
in silent file

members
help,

all

CAMERAMEN

STUDIOS

the director, stars and other

of the

company.

It's

it*s

for snip

capable craftsman is this Valentine.
He harbors no hallucinations as
to his profession. He perceives the public fancies and frankly caters
to them.
He is less concerned with artistic Art

and more with the proctical factors of
showmonship. Hence his emphasis and
enhoncement of physical beauty.

He

is

the

ies,

preferred

—

of

portraitist

women and their accessorhandsome men superimposed on

settings that

—

are convincingly

real,

ar-

composed, and staunchly supporting in their complimentary relationship to his calciumed characters.
tistically

for rrnt
Eastern Representatives

Continued from page 376

the ends of the tripod-legs were fitted
with flat metal discs about ten inches

diameter, to act as "snowshoes" to
keep the tripod firm in the soft sand.
The entire outfit, loaded, weighed ap-

cur display rooms you will
New and Used Cameras, Accessories, Lighting Equipment,
immediately available.
Phone,
[n

find

MITCHELL
CAMERA

CORP.

FEARLESS^PRODUCTS

HARRISON

FILTERS

MOVIOLAS

Shooting Technicolor on the
Sea Bottom

in

. .

herv

a great

agree.

A

beautiful

. .

write or wire.
Etery thing

is

thoroughly guaranteed.

Our

experienced
engineers,
working in our own machine
shop, can repair any make of
camera, quickly, at low cost.

3IOTIOX PICTI KE rA3IE«A
Frank C. Zucker
J. Burgi Centner

^^I
7211 Sevoiilh

PPIA

Avo.

Telephone BRyant 9-7755

.

liio. V

Now York

ti(y

Coble Address: Cinecamera
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Fully Guaranteed

1936

the day,

when

directly

into

•

&

Howell, Akeley,
DeBrie, Universal, Rathe Cameras.

Mitchell,

Bell

Portable Sound Recording Outfits.

B

& H

Motor

ft.

Magazine,

Holmes

Sound and

Projectors,

Si-

lent.

DeVry

Suit Case

We

buy,

Model

and rent

sell

anything

Projectors.

Photographic.

o

Technicolor
exposure
at
which is roughy equivalent to
f:3.5.
Shooting
in
black-and-white,
with
Super-X film, we could have
stopped down to f:8.
Ordinary panning shots proved considerably easier underwater than they
are on the surface, for even with the
the

of

the resistance
perfect brake

tripod-head set loosely,
the water acts as a
keep the movement

of

to

smooth.
Handling a camera while your head is
encased in a bulky diving-helmet is
something of a trick. The eye-ports in
even the best helmets are none too convenient for close, accurate work. And
in

•

we secured

action

following

the

in

finder,

the

that the light must pass through
two windows on the finder's watertight
box, and through the window on your
fact

Ca mera Supply

Co., Ltd.

1515 No. Cahuenga

Blvd.

helmet, introduces a considerable loss of
light; the finder-image is far from brilliant.
For this reason,
would certainly
not like to try any follow-focus shots
underwater, for in turning your head
from the finder to the focus dial and
back again, your eyes get out of adjust-

Hollywood, Calif.

CAMERAS

Cable Address:

I

ment

following

for

the

dark

image

in

the finder.

But aside from these minor inconveniences, there is a definite advantage
to making underwater scenes in color.

Of course the color adds tremendously

FRIED

to the audience's impression of being
undersea. Moreover, the colors of the
sea growths, the fish, and especially the
coral formations there in Tahiti, con-

35MM

the blue-green water and

trasting with

sand make a

the fine white

really

in-

teresting color picture.

The

3,

tension

Eyemo, 400
driven.

water,

satisfactory

stop

USED 35mm EQUIPMENT

the sunlight struck most
the

though,

of the water,

color

is

a

problem when

it
comes to making the
As might be expected, it

color-print.

throws the printing off balance, for it
filters out much of the red end of the
spectrum.
We had anticipated this,
though, and we made all our shots
through a Technicolor 86A filter, which
somewhat offsets the excess of bluegreen. To enable the laboratory to have
a definite standard for comparison in
balancing the print, we made a test of
the regular Technicolor color-chart and
neutral scale with every scene. As we
were to work underwater, we had this
scale made on metal, and a duplicate

made

was
so

that

for

they

comparison

in

the laboratory experts,
could have an accurate
balancing the prints.

And this matter of color-balance
brought up a very interesting psychological point.
Underwater, everything is
definitely tinged with the blue-green of
the water. But after one has been down
a few minutes, he is no longer conscious of this coloring.

however,

On

the screen,

were printed ex(and the camera) saw
it
under water, that blue-green is objectionably noticeable.
suppose this
is due to the relatively confined area of
the screen; at any rate, the eyes does
not accommodate itself to this coloring
on the screen as it does underwater. Accordingly, the print has to be balanced,
or rather unbalanced, toward the red, if
the audience is to accept it as natural!
if

the scene

actly as your eye

I

I.KiHT TESTEU
In use

by Hollywood Laboratories.
Complete $575.00

New Make-up

Price

Fried Camera Co,
6150 Hollywood
Hollywood,

that

Blvd.

Calif.

adhesive

is

necessary;

and the conven-

gum would not do, so Dawn
evolved his own liquid adhesive, which
not only holds better, but can be removed only by its special solvent. Similarly, in warm weather, or on hot stages,
a player may be expected to perspire
under a large molded headpiece. To
tional spirit

Recordins Machinery
Holly woofl Motion IMctnre
Equipmont Co.
645 Martel A ve.

Cable A rtreeves

Hollywood, California

remedy

this.

Dawn

has devised a special

This is simply
brushed on before the sculptured makeperspiration-absorbent.

A€

It 1

F

I

€ E

Variable area single system sound camperfect
accessories
all
era complete
Write, wire or cable for
condition.

—

prices

—

and particulars.

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., New York City

MOVIOLA

•

•

in

Every Major Studio.

on request.
CO.

Illustrated Literature

MOVIOLA
1451

Cordon

St.

Hollywood,

up

is

Calif.

the last

times it is necessary for a player to appear either bald or with a greatly altered hair-line; under ordinary circummethods of
stances .using traditional
make-up, this is very costly. When Reliance Productions filmed "The Last of
Bruce Cabot
the Mohicans" recently,

an Indian of one
was cast as an Indian
shaved
braves
of those tribes whose
heads almost completely, leaving
only a bushy scalp-lock. No known type
of wig suited the camera, though ex-

moment. Dawn was

consultation.

and on the

He applied
first

test

that neither Cabot's
ducer's

This

One of the most important uses of the
new product is in creating bald heads,
At
receding hair-lines, and the like.

their

tensive tests were made. The only poscourse, it seemed, was
to have
Cabot's head actually shaved; this would
of course involve a special bonus to the
actor, and further retaining him under
salary until his hair grew out again. At
sible

applied.

—

FILM EDITING EQUIPMENT
Used

Sculpture-like

is

Continued from page 375

simply.

a

thin,

it

called into

make-up,
was determined
his

hair nor

the pro-

budget need suffer.
make-up was applied very
Using a cast of Cabot's head,
tight-fitting cap was made of

Dawn's preparation. The flowing scalplock was woven through this like an ordinary wig. All that was necessary was
for Cabot to slip the cap over his normal hair, and to apply over it the same
dark make-up which gave the rest of
his head and body the color of a redskin. The dividing-line between the cap
and the real forehead, neck, etc., was of
course carefully blended by applications
of the

and

Dawn

the

liquid

normal

and

plastic

outlines

of

make-up,
the bony

September,
Structure

of

the

skull

faithfully
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repro-

duced.

Much

the

some course was followed
in making
The Good

on 0 larger scale
Earth."

In

'

addition

to

several

of

the

prominent principals, there were nearly
,300 Chinese extras who must appear
with shaven polls and old-style queues.
Such a number of shaven heads, stellar
and otherwise, would have overstrained
"The Good Earth's" generous budget.
But Dawn's make-up solved the question
perfectly;
during working hours,
the
players were properly bald and pigtailed,
yet when they left the studio, each was
socially correct in his normal head of
1

hair.

Dawn's

make-up

played an
conspicuous,
role in making the Occidentals cast in
the principal parts
look
convincingly

equally

plastic

important,

if

less

enough to work believeably with
the really Chinese members of the cast.
The conventional way of creating a
screen Chinaman is to lift the outer corners of the eyes and eyebrows with tape.
oriental

Actually, a Celestial's eyes do not slant
upward. Dawn discovered: instead, they

droop slightly downward. This droop is
in the upper eyelid; and with the new
plastic make-up at hand, it can very
easily be duplicated. As a result. Dawn
promises really convincing
impersonations of Chinese in "The Good Earth."
This make-up is equally useful for
revising
tiny
details
under ordinary

I

1

'I

^1

I

^1

I

I

'^1

I

*^1

^1

I

I

BERNDT-MAURER HIGH FIDELITY RECORDING GALVANOMETER
The B-M Model "E" Sound-On-Film Recording Galvanometer, shown
above, combines the advantages of the variable area type of sound
track, with a frequency range of 0 to 10,000 cycles. Its physical dimensions permit a neat and convenient installation on any recorder or
single system camera. Descriptive literature and full technical information sent free upon request.

BERNDT-MAURER Model "E" High
$350.00

THE

list

F.O.B.

Fidelity

Recording Galvanometer

New York.

BGRnDT-mnURER tORP.

117 East

24th Street

• Reui

Vork

'Garileit of Allah*

'^Gotrs

City
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Country aiitl the Woman”

Triiiiiiplis of Tecliiiieoloi'
anil
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LIGHTIAC
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II

Motion Picture
Lighting and
Equipment Co.
New York

X«.
Hollywood,

Avoiiuo
Calif.
Bombay

Mole -Richardson,
(England),

London

Ltd.,

Radio Co.
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make-ups.
or there

trace

more

a face

fullness

here

more attract-

photographically; a little rounding
ive
out just below the lower lip may banish
an impression of weakness; a squarer
Sagging cheeks
jaw-line add strength.
may help a young man to appear older.
All of these take but the slightest apBut
plication of Dawn's new plastic.

WurU'WiJe Use

In
CICV

3nd
in Daytirn«"F^7<j ScenesQiffus7^ F^us.anJ many olK«r«ff»cls
With any Camera - In any Climafe

George H. ScKeibo
ORIGINATOF
DR OF EFFECT FILTERS
1927 WEST TSTM ST.
LOS ANGELES. CAL

for Professional

they make the difference between an
ordinary make-up and a tharoughy convincing characterization.

Dawn's discovery ushers in a new
era in depicting historical characters on
the screen. Instead of being content wirh

having either a well-known actor playing an histarical persanage
but not
looking particularly like him, or a novive
who may resemble the character striving

—

to overcome a lack of acting ability, we
can now have the face of a thoroughly
competent player literally sculptured into
a living replica of the character. No one
can question Basil Rathbone's acting
ability, for instance; but no one could

Photographic

Everything
New and

A

may make

and Amateur

Used, bought, sold, rented and

truthfully say that his lean face resem-

repaired. Designers and manufacturers of H. C. E. Combination
lens shade and filter-holder
for any size lens.

bles the square

Yet the

ton.

one of George Washingrecently watched

writer

Dawn

smoothness of operation and equal tension on
all movements.

transform him into the most convincing Washington that has yet graced
the screen. Fortified by a study of the
most authentic portraits and statues of
Washington, with microscopically accurate measurements. Dawn modelled hi.s
plastic make-up until not the slightest
trace of actor Rathbone remained, and
in his place stood the First President.
Forehead, cheeks, jaw, lips, nose
virtually every feature had been changed:
only a few ineradicable minor characteristics remained
-height, width of the
mouth, and the fact that while no contemporary
painter
represented
had
Washington as smiling, his twentiethcentury
image
smiled
convincingly
through all the modelled make-uo at a
thoroughly modern joke!
It is not too much to say that Dawn's
invention is capable of revolutionizing
the practice of make-up.
Certainly it
opens new possibilities
character
to

Unaffected by temper-

make-up;

Hollywood Camera Exchange
1600 Cahuenga

Blvd.,

Hollywood

Tel: HO 3651
Cable Address: HOcamex
Send for Bargain Catalog

—

—

TRUEBALL
TRIPOD HEADS
SPECIAL

GHTER WEIGH
The Same

Head
known for

Efficient

For follow shots,
their

in the hands of a skillful artcan be even more valuable in the
corrective phases of routine application.
ist,

ature.

Model B Professional $300.00
For Bell & Howell and Mitchell
Cameras and their respective
Tdpod.
With the ORIGINAL
instant

release

telescopic

handle.

Model A for Amamotion picture

teur

cameras. Attaches to
any standard STILL
Tripod, $12.00.
Trueball tripod
heads are unexcelled

curacy and

FRED HOEFNER

operation.

GLadstone 0243
5319 Santa Monica Boulevard

inch

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

acspeed of

simplicity,

for

The Hoefner fourIris
and Sun-

shade
is

also

product.

combination
a

superior

it

Combined with the present high development of ccsmetic make-up. Dawn's
sculptured make-up is beyond doubt the
most significant development
for

many

years.

Its

in

the art

potentialities

can

hardly be gleaned from mere description,
nor even from seeing what it can da: as
its
inventor says, it will require many
years of use before we can fully appreciate what a powerful aid has been given

Make-up
in

Artists

and Cinematographers
more convinc-

their efforts to create

ing pictures.

We

Point With Pride

...

to the fact that

Eastman Super X

Panchromatic Negative

is

enjoying a

degree of success practically without

motion

pic-

proud of our

role

parallel in the history of

ture film.

We

are

as its distributors to

and we

shall

the industry

.

be proud to supply

.

.

it

to you for your next production.

J.
Fort Lee

E.

BRULATOUR,
New

York

Chicago

Inc.
Hollywood

FILMO 121 — instantanenus magazine
loading
Light anti cotajiact, the iMlmo 121
fine?*,

fastest

lens

oflBl^d

in

16

is

equipped with the

mm.

equij:>ment

— an

Taylor-HoFson Cooke anastigmat, fuljy color-corfficteil, at the remarkably low price of ?1LL50. \Nith a

F

1.5

Cooke F 2.7, it costs only $72.50.
Spcetl and telephoto lenses inter-

'I'-l 1

changeable. \'iew-finders are enclosed,
and very ctee to the lens thereby
minimizing parallax and guaranteeing
see, you get!
that rShat

—

~ ENJOY
USING

FILMO!

A

Real enjoyment from a movie camera comes in
ing of a watch-fine mechanism. In the results
lens gives. In theater-quality color or monochro
proud to call your own. Study the extra per
that only the 121 and the superb 70-DA car

movie making

FILMO 70-DA
master of all 16

mm. movie cameras

In the 70-DA, the serious amateur finds many professional
seven speeds ... a critical focuser
camera conveniences
a turret head which makes special purpose lenses instantly
available. WipeofF attachment, hand cranking, electric motor
drive, external magazines, and full sound recording equipment
may be added. Here is a camera capable of the fullest range ot
ith an F 2.7 color-cor16 mm. monochrome and color work.
rected Taylor-Hobson Cooke lens, J188. Mail the coupon for
complete catalog.
,
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BELL & HOWELL NEWS
Titles for Color

binations

cost

black-and-white.

more than
Choose back-

little

grounds from your dealer’s sample
book.

Mail

this

New

Films

Rich, two-tone “Title-Craft” titles
in your choice of four color com-

Filnio Library Releases

supplement your travel

to

U.

S.

National Parks

films.

—Yellowstone,

Yosemite, Grand Canyon, and L tah.
Burton Holmes and other travelogs.
World Cruise, in whole or part.

coupon for full information

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1848 Larchmont .\venue, Chicago
Please send me full information on I'ilmo
16

mm.

Projectors

70-DA Cameras

121

Travel

Title-Craft titles

films.

Xatne
Address.
.

State.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY

AC

•

9-86

CHICAGO

•

NEW YORK

•

HOLLYWOOD

•

LONDON

Since 1907 the world’s largest manufacturer of precision equipment for motion picture studios of Hollywood and the world
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I

HERE’S A TIP

ON AN INSIDE JOB!
all and
mean more
And
F
and

winter
inside
movies.
these interior sequences
often put a cinemateur’s skill
ingeunless he’s using
nuity to severe test
a film made for indoor work.

—

So here’s a tip ... to help you make the
kind of inside shots you’re proud of:
Use Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Superpan
Reversible Film. It’s specially designed
to meet all sorts of indoor lighting conditions.
Its

much higher speed permits many

types of movies heretofore impossible.
Its wider latitude minimizes errors in
exposure. Because of its high sensitivincluding red^ are
ity, all
colors
given correct tonal values.

—

—

And Agfa 16 mm. Superpan

so fine
anti-halation coating is
is

of grain ... its
so effective ... that it gives large-scale
projection without loss of either clarity
or detail. ...Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain
Superpan Reversible Film is available
at

your dealer’s. Ask for

it

by name.

Made by Agfa Ansco Corporation
in

Binghamton, N.

Y.
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again take you into one or two of
the studios and let the professional craftsmen
tell you how you can apply their methods to
amateur movie making.
These tips will be
very timely, as you are ready to cut and edit
your vacation films and you will find much in
their advice that will be helpful.
will
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Converting

groove to correspond to the piece of flooring to which the

camera is screwed with a regular camera screw. A small
clamp placed below the camera holds the camera in the
desired position for shooting the

titles.

Movable metal letters are then placed upon the drawboard and squared with the board by the use of a
T-square.
White letters are used on a black background
and black letters are used on a light background. Litering

thousands of the silhouettes have been clipped from
magazines, classified and filed for use in making artistic

ally

Likewise,

titles.

pictures have been
size
It

numerous backgrounds with attractive
drawn on cardboard of the appropriate

for

this

will

be observed from the illustration that the sliding

outfit.

arrangement

Laboratory set-up
miniature films.

T

enlarging

for

and developing

he small motion picture film and the miniature
camera may be appropriately accompanied by a miniature laboratory, particularly for those who have

limited

quarters

living

a laboratory

was

in

My

cities.

to use a closet

only possibility

34x52

inches

for

a space

in

in square inches than my office desk top.
planning the maximum use for a small laboratory,
it was
necessary first to make a complete analysis of all
of the jobs which are done with the movie film in miniaSecond, it was necessary to measure
ture photography.
all of the equipment
used in doing these jobs. Third,
drawings were made to show exactly how related equipment could be grouped and placed for the greatest con-

actually smaller
In

Since one does not edit motion picture film at

venience.

same time one develops miniature film,
have the same space assigned to multiple

the
to

It

is

the purpose of this article to describe

made

it

possible

is

uses.

how

provision

performed in connection
with amateur cinematography and miniature photography.
is

to

carry out each

job

Space for Operator
I

for

a

allowed 18 inches just inside the closet door for space
the chair and the operator to be seated to work at

16 inches wide.

table

An

electric

fan was placed on

the floor and a vent provided at the top of the closet to

adequate

furnish

ventilation

when

the

closet

was

used

as a dark room.

Making Movie

One

Titles

of the first jobs of the

the film

is

amateur movie maker after

returned from the laboratory
the pictures.

sary titles for editing

is

to

make

Illustration

1.

neces-

shows

up for the making of titles. A
screwed to the table top with the
center of the board in line with the mounted movie camera above.
The camera is mounted on a short piece of
oak flooring which may be moved up or down between two
other pieces of flooring, arranged with the tongue and

how

the laboratory

is

small drawing board

set

is

for the camera goes no closer to the title
board than the camera can possibly focus.
Likewise, the
camera slides no higher than it can go and clear the lower
corner of the sliding arrangement.
For those of us who
use Cine Kodak K the optimum distance for the front of the
lens above the title board is 28 inches. The sliding arrangement have devised allows a variation of 14 inches in distance from the title board.
I

Editing

Movie Film

(See Illustration 2.)

To

edit motion picture film

it is necessary first to look at
A Keystone film viewing glass was mounted in the
top of the table and immediately under it placed an opal
glass 2"x3" and under that placed a very small light bulb
controlled by a switch placed at the front of the table.
In

the film.

line with this film viewer and with the rewinds mounted on
the table top was placed a Craig, Sr., splicer.
A small box
with a hinged bottom was built under the splicer to hold all

of the scraps of film until such time cs

I

wanted

to

unhook

the bottom of the box and empty the contents into the
waste paper basket.
A Victor film cement bottle was
placed at the tab'e top at the place most convenient for use
in connection with the splicer.
Two sets of rewinds were
used so that a positive and negative or two films might be
edited simultaneously.
All four rewinds are placed in the
same line so that film may be wound from any one to any
other.
There is less strain on the film, and rewinding can
be done with rewinds placed very close together as the case
of the rewinds one above the other.
Two plans are used in
handling small strips of film in the process of editing.
For
small strips which have been taken from a recently developed film and which are to be used much later,
use a system of small round pill boxes. Window parting strip mould
for sale at any lumber yard is exactly the same thickness
A series of ten drawers, each with a
as these pill boxes.
capacity of fifteen pill boxes was made from this mould with
book binders board, 20 pound weight, for the bottoms of
these drawers.
Cup hooks were used for draw pulls. Gummed paper marked the contents of the boxes. Thus, a pill
box may be used over and over again by pasting labels one
above the other as the contents of the box are changed.
In the handling of the small strips of film for immediate
editing
use the rack at the back of the table made of
quarter-round moulding into which are placed hook screws
I

I
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lighted by a similar light fix-

bottom of o broader shelf near the top

Cost

Clothes Closet

The
tail

cost of lumber, hardware and wiring fixtures at reprices for the complete laboratory as described in this
and in the illustrations was $17.94. This does not

article

include anything for labor which was done at odd tim.es by

Into

the owner.

At top, set-up for making movie
At bottom, set-up for editing.

Laboratory
by
Haskell Pruett

at

’/2 inches on centers.
The film is labeled with a small
piece of paper hooked over the end of the film
by the use
is then used to hang the film
on the
small hooks on the editing rack.
Once the shots and titles
are arranged in the proper order it is a very
simple matter
1

of a paper clip which

to splice

and complete a

will

It

100-foot
ing as

well edited film.

be observed that the 400-foot reels and also the
conveniently arranged for revision m edit-

reels are

new

pictures are acquired.

Miniature Photography
use the Leica with numerous accessories, but
believe
that the same plans
have worked out could be used effectively for users of any other miniature
equipment.
I

I

I

Loading Film Cartridges
A 4" shelf is made in

line with the left side of the table
top to the edge of the door.
On the edge of this 4" extension is mounted the Leica film winder.
The 4 " shelf
is used
to hold a cutting guide, the film cans,
and the
film while the cartridges are being loaded.

Develaping Miniature Film

The correx tank is used in developing the film
and is
usually done at night in the kitchen or bathroom,
although
it

is

sometimes done

Making Contact

the small laboratory.

in

Prints

In the lower right corner of Illustration
3, there will be
observed a home made printer for contact prints
from the
miniature film.
The light box is immediately below the
printer.
The box contains a small ruby lamp controlled by
Q switch on the side of the box, and a large bulb
controlled
by a foot switch. Such an arrangement leaves
both hands
clear for handling the film in the groove while
printing is
being done.

Making Enlarged Prints
The upright column

of the regular enlarger has been
remounted into the table top so that it remains permanently
as shown in Illustration
Illustration
shows the edge of
the enlarger on a special mounting when it
is not in use.
Illustration 3 shows how the enlarger is placed
on its up1

right

column when

it

is

.

1

in

use.

When

enlargements ore

made the film viewer may be removed to allow more
room on the table top. The empty movie reels on the rewinds, as shown in the picture, are usually
removed in the
process of making enlarged prints. The double electric
outbeing

let in

the corner

is convenient for enlarger and
the addition
A small ruby lamp is placed at the edge
the bottom shelves and controlled by a pulled

of a time clock.

of one of

44

titles;

390
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With

Film

ALL THE incomplete vocation films were laid endto-end, there wouldn't be a big enough shelf in the world
hold them. And that's where most of them land

^Stock-Shots^^

F

I to

on the
full

is

shelf.

Nobody wants

show a film that
must be explained at each

to see or to

holes which

of gaping

running by embarrassed alibis.
There's no use saying, after all the shooting is over,
or
or that
should have gotten a shot of this
"Well,
InBy that time it's too late to get it.
something else."
stead of complaining, why not try to salvage your picture?

—

—

I

by

Wallace Black

can be done!

It

The gaps

in

most vacation-films

into

fall

one of two

who was so busy getting
more or less "candid" shots of people that he put off making his scenic shots until too late. And at the other exclasses.

First,

there's

the fellow

treme, there's the fellow who was so busy exposing artisfortic compositions and unusual filterings that he clean
got how important close-ups of his fellow-vacationers would

And

there's a

remedy

for

each filmer's troubles.

It is "Stock Shots."
Scenes that can be made, bought or borrowed
which will fill the gaps in continuity acceptably,

indeed

later,
if

not

perfectly.

Let's see

how

the idea works.

Take the

entire hypothet-

Jae, Mrs.
ical case of Joe Doakes for the first example.
Joe and the assorted little Doakeses spend their vacation

at Yellowstone Park. Joe brought back five feet, 16mm.,
And he
of Old Faithful (none too good a shot, at that.)
brought home 245 feet of very good close shots of his Frau,
the
feeding
bears,
the
admiring
Doakeses
little
and of the
chipmunks, and so on. Unfortunately, these shots look as

though they could have been made almost anywhere; there's
nothing to prove they were made in Yellowstone.
He prowled around among the
Here's what Joe did.
ads and dealers until he found a 200-foot scenic on Yellowstone National Park for sale at a price he liked. He bought
a print. And having paid his good money for a 200-fl.
strip of film, he took his shears and proceeded to cut it to
of all the
really good ones
There were shots
pieces!
the geysers, the bubbling
scenery his camera had missed
mud-pots, Yellowstone Falls, the canyon, and so on. Cut
perinto his own picture, they filled out the continuity to
fection. Then, he had left over some good shots of the

—

animals! he used them

—

—

to introduce the shots he

had made

of his family feeding the animals. Maybe they weren't the
same identical bears; most certainly they were different
chipmunks but they looked the same on the screen. In

—

out of his 200-foot purchase, he used nearly 150 feet,
which, with his 245 feet (yes, he discarded his own second rate shot of Old Faithful when he found he had bought
a really good "stock-shot" of it!) made a really complete
all,

400

foot picture.

But one thing still bothered Joe: the film he had bought
was printed on light yellowish-amber stock, while his own
So he spent
shots were plain, ordinary black-and-white.
a few cents more, and bought a tube of "Soloid" yellow
stain and toned his own shots yellow. He had broken the
rolls down into individual shots anyway, so the toning job
was easy. And he had a picture that told the complete
story, and that was toned almost the same color all the
way through. It really looked like one complete picture.

Joe was proud to show it.
Joe's neighbor (I think his

mercial

was

Smith)

saw

travel-reel,

had made some fine scenic shots of YosemSmith promptly arranged to borrow the reel
while a "dupe" was made. Dupe or original, the "stock
shots" he got worked just as well for him as Joe Doakes'
had for Joe.
Several thousand miles away, anather of these charmingone who didn't know that Joe and
ly hypothetical people
came
Smithy existed, or how they'd salvaged their films
back from a summer in New Hampshire and Maine with
a scenic film that didn't have a single personal shot in it
to tell that he and his family had been anywhere.
In this case, the same shoe pinched the other foot. And
the same sort of remedy cured things.

of his cine club
last year.

—

But since the void
intimate shots of his

in this fellow's

—

film

was

in

lack of the

own group, he couldn't very

well

buy

or borrow the shots he needed.

But he could make them!
much about the
very
In a close-up, you can't tell
background. Even in a longer shot, a tree in Central Park
central
New Hampshire.
in
tree
like
a
deal
good
looks a
And one granite rock can generally double for any other.
everywhere.
And the sky is the same
So our ingenious filmite began his salvaging by running
and re-running his vacation epic. He planned just where
he would cut in shots of his family, and even spotted a few
scenes where he could use a shot of himself and his camHe planned these "added scenes" carefully, so that
era.
he could say, "I need a long-shot of my wife coming around
need a close-up of her under a bircha granite boulder.
could use a shot of myself changing a tire to extree.
happened to catch that shot of the porcupine.
plain how
I

I

I

this sequence of the 'Old Man of the Mountain' really
should begin with a close shot of the wife and kiddies heads
against the sky, looking up."
After that, it was easy. He found himself a nice big

And

chunk of granite, and photographed his wife coming around
Of course he carefully matched up the direction of the
it.
lighting, so that the two shots would seem to have been
made at the same time. In matching the lighting, mind
not the actual
you, he matched the effect on the screen

—

lighting of the shots: in his original shot, the

from the East, as he made the scene

in

light

the morning;

came
in

his

"added shot", the light actually came from the West, as he
found it better to make the scene in the afternoon. But in
both shots, the light came from the left side of the picture,

name

of

film

ailing

ite

be.

tried the same medicine for his
But instead of buying a comYosemite.
Smithy found that a fellow-member

what Joe had dane, and

so both

looked alike.
Continued on page 403
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the

amplifier.
The pregrooved Victor Home Recording
Records ore fine for this work. Use the special needles
recording and reproducing these records.
Scratch o

for

mark in the side of the record where the needle is placed
and always set needle at this point when setting up for a
playback. Place a slight weight on the pickup when it is
used as a recorder.

A

full roll

of tape will do nicely.

We

have the background music set, the blank record set,
the microphone turned on and the projector threaded. Set
the music volume control higher than will be used during
the comment. Start the turntables and the projector at
the same time. This can be done easily by having the
same electrical cord supply power to these three pieces of

Let

T

home

Yo

ravel films and news

u

reels

Speak

Films

r

theatres have edu-

in

e

cated movie audiences to expect a running talk from
a commentator. To do this in connection with our
movies requires preparing recordings on which is a

m

s

e

V

€• s

detailed description of the action.

The equipment needed will be the projector and film, a
recording device, dual turntables, microphone and amplifier.

The recorder is one of the magnetic pickups. It is handy
to have an assistant handle the controls as this leaves
ycu free to do the talking or vice versa, if you have an
assistant who has a pleasing voice for recording purposes.
The complete method of recording is as follows:
Set up the film in the projector. Set up a musical piece
with no vocal chorus on turntable No.
Pickup No.
is
associated with this turntable and is connected to the input of the amplifier. This record is to supply musical
background. Start the projector and turntable No.
at
the same time and through trial and error locate a starting
point on the leader of the film that will bring the music
1

start of the title into action at the

same

time.

to have proper volume for the background
music a trial recording will have to be made with the
microphone volume control at one setting and by varying
the music volume control.
For patter during this trial
recording simply state the position of the control. "Music
volume control at one, music volume control at two" etc.,
or if there is no dial on the volume control say, "Music volume control one fourth on, music volume control one half on,
etc." On the play back the proper setting of the music
volume control will be noted. This is necessary so the
music will not drown out the voice.
The music during the title should be louder than during
the rest of the film and faded down to the background vol-

order

In

ume

when

fades out.
Having made the test record, and the proper settings of
the microphone and music volume controls noted, rethread
the projector placing the start mark inscribed on the leader
at the point at which it was marked in relation to the projector.
It is best to have the start mark a complete frame
scratched out and placed at the aperture. This was the
control setting

the

title

system used during the days of the disc talking pictures.
Later when photographing titles a single frame can be exposed of a title reading "START" and this used on the
leader.

Set up the music on turntable No.
and set up the
blank recording disc on turntable No. 2. Pickup No. 2 associated with this turntable is connected to the output of
1

apparatus and by turning a

single

switch

the

machines

1

.

1

and the

A

Arthur H. Smith

will

start.

As we have previously tested for music start, the music
should now play when the title flashes on the screen. At
the conclusion of the title, fade the music down to the
background level. Start your talk. Watch your record
and as it nears the next to the last groove stop everything.
You will have recorded approximately three minutes and
about 75 feet of film. (16mm) Take a paper punch with
the smallest size blade you can find and punch a hole in
the frame that is now at the aperture. If your machine
coasted after shutting it down try to find the frame which
would have been in the aperture when you turned off the
power. Punch two or three frames in the corresponding
place, preferably, in the upper right hand corner, if you
think you will miss one marker on showing the film.
About a foot ahead of this mark, that is on film that
has been run through the projector, make another mark
or series of marks. The less the better as only you, as the
Continued on page 400
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Filters

Are
Enough
says

Dwight

T

WO

FILTERS are enough
encounter

likely to

to solve

ordinary

in

W. Warren,

A.S.C.

any problem one

8mm.

16mm.

or

is

homie

have an extensive
assortment of filters, but if you select your two filters
wisely, and use them intelligently, they will do the trick
and much more simply.
as well as a larger battery
When
say that two filters are all that the amateur
practice, for
am simply preaching what
filmer needs,
do 99 per cent of my professional exterior scenes with
and a 23-A in my filter-kit. And the exonly an Aero
teriors we have to shoot in making professional shortsubjects are surprisingly similar to the exteriors you and
your neighbor shoot with substandard cameras. My filtereffects range from an ordinary mild correction to spectacular cloud-effects and filtered night-shots made by dayand the
light.
can get all of them with only the Aero

Of course

filming.

it

nice to

is

You don’t need more than an
Aero

for

1

a

shot

like

this

—

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

23-A

to help

me.

we need is
In nine scenes out of
a general mild correction. In other words, we want to make
the film see things in about the same scale of black-andwhite brightnesses that our eyes see the actual colors. Uneven our best
the right filter
less we use a filter
Super Panchromatic films won't do this. The green of grass
and foliage seems darker than is natural, and the clear
blue sky becomes a blazing expanse of white, against
ten,

all

the filtering

—

—

which any clouds are lost.
filter.
The grass
Now, suppose we put on an Aero
reproduced in a gray that is much more nearly the
is
brightness our eyes expect, and the bare whiteness of the
sky is toned down to a monochrome reproduction of what
our eyes actually saw. Clouds stand out, not startlingly, but
about as they do to the eye. Flowers and buildings, highlights and shadows take on a more natural appearance,
and the general photographic quality of the picture is im1

proved.
But, mind you,

is

the screen

When

this change
and shouts at you.

nothing that jumps off
you use an Aero
1

none of your friends will turn to you in the projectionand remark, "What a beautiful filter-shot, how
But they will sense a subtle improvement
the photography, and will probably remark on the pleas-

filter,

room

did you do it?"
in

ing naturalness of the scenes.

The Aero

1

helps out faces, too.

A

really pretty girl, or

a youngster like Shirley Temple, doesn't need much help;
but most of the rest of us look a lot better with the he.p
of a filter which, like this one, "cleans up" our faces.
cidentally, if you are one of those ambitious people

essays a dramatic production, complete whh
very helpful, for makemake-up, you will find the Aero
up photographs a bit differently by sunlight than by incanfor your exteriors
descent light
and using the Aero
will make the faces in the indoor and outdoor scenes match.
So much for the Aero 1; it is, in my humble opinion, the
best all-around filter there is. Now, what will the 23-A do
occasionally

1

—

1

for us?
First of all,

the

23-A

is

excellent for spectacular cloud-

down to a very dark gray
(almost block on some types of film), making a perfect
for the clouds. A little juggling of exposures
will soon enable you to get quite a variety of cloud-shots

effect shots.

It

pulls

the sky

background

with just this one filter.
Secondly, there are times

when

for

one reason or an-

other you want a definitely exaggerated filter-correction.
You may want to over-correct your color-contrasts to make

some

certain part of the picture stand out, or to put arti-

ficial

contrast into an otherwise flat scene.

The 23-A

is

the filter for this.

Agfa came
out recently with their new Infra-red film, the way most
night
effects
was
to use a
professionals got their filtered
72 filter. This filter is strictly a single-purpose filter, and
in addition, it is so extremely heavy that in most cases,

Now, as

to filtered night-effect shots.

Until

you have simply to shoot your scene with the lens wide open.
Stopping down is out of the question. When you're making short-subjects, you have to work fast, with os little
technical phenagling as possible, so this way of getting
tried the idea
night-effects never appealed to me. So
of using my regular 23-A, and underexposing.
It worked excellently, and it has continued to work well
for many years, and with every type of Panchromatic film
have used.
Naturally, there are certain little tricks which improve
these filtered night-effects. For instance, try to choose a
set-up that gives you a bare, cloudless sky; clouds rarely
add to a nighteffect. And don't shoot with the light beI

I

In-

hind you: the best night-effects are those made late in
the day, shooting so that you get anything from a cross-

who

Continued on page 398
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Sedate
or easy filming and amusing

screening, take
scenario based on on everyday cross-section of
household incident. Take it as a skeleton suggestion
for your camera, you to make such adaptions as individual
circumstances may demand. The prime purpose is to provide an easy-running theme of story development increas-

F

emn

o

this

by

ing in interest up to the punch climax, which permits all the
family to take part. Typically individual characters can oe
portrayed and there is good opportunity for interesting unposed shots of the children in happy mood.

The script can readily be rewritten to eliminate any
character or to introduce additional anes, and ta add incidents that may strengthen your version of it.

MAIN
SCENE
tered

CUTHBERT COMES HOME.
LONG SHOT. The front of your home,

TITLE:
1

:

the front entrance.

in

SCENE

MEDIUM

2:

SHOT.

opens and Mother comes out
camera.

SCENE

Your

front

door.

from the house,

into

It

the

to the

It

is

SCENE

it

Mother takes
hurriedly.

"Cuthbert

is

SCENE 18: CLOSE-UP. Mother talking violently and
happily to neighbor. By this time we can almost hear her

SCENE

away fram

Mother

SCENE 7
LONG SHOT. Fram the same set-up. Mother
skipping along the front porch and into the house through
the front door.
:

SCENE

MEDIUM SHOT.

8:

Interior.

The telephone

stand

in your home.
Mother enters, grabs the phone and
excitedly starts to dial or ask for a number.
SCENE 9: CLOSE-UP. Mother is speaking feverishly in-

the phone,

TITLE:

face wreathed

She is saying:
coming home!

smiles.

in

"Yes, dear, Cuthbert

is

receiver

MEDIUM SHOT

10:

of

Mother hanging up the

SCENE

1

1

:

LONG SHOT.

In

your

back

yard,

the

children are playing.

SCENE

12:

studies

and turn

of

CLOSE MEDIUM SHOT
the

children

at

getting goad characplay. Abruptly they stop

heads expectantly toward camera.
13:
LONG SHOT. Your rear doar from the
children's viewpoint. Framed in the doarway, coming from
the house is Mother. She is calling and waving her arm
to children. She still has her letter, and advances to meet
their

SCENE

the children.

SCENE

14:

TITLE:

Mother, coming to camera, and children, entering from camera, meet in the yard.
Mother's excitement is contagious as she exhibits the let-

and explains
TITLE: "Cuthbert

ter

is

coming home!”

up

is

coming home!”

light

on a

Out

of the group dashes

pal.

CLOSE SHOT.

Son's

framed in the
and lets ga with

pal,
in

"Cuthbert

is
coming home!”
LONG SHOT. Father walking along sideway home from the office, nearing the camera.
SCENE 25: MEDIUM SHOT. As children come galloping in to Father. He halts to take their greetings. Daugh-

SCENE 24:

walk, on his

ter begins to let Father in on the impending event.
SCENE 26: CLOSE SHOT of Father as he stops the
threatened flaw af excited news broadcast. He knows about

and

it

leaving him very cold.

is

MEDIUM SHOT.

SCENE 27:

Father and the children.

nodding his head in patient agreement with children.
It
is apparent
he has less than no concern in the
matter. In fact, as camera PANS to follow resumed progress of Father alang sidewalk with Children hanging ta his
arms, he is openly distressed about the whole affair.
SCENE 28: MEDIUM SHOT. Mother on the front porch
is awaiting
arrival of Father and the Children, gayiy expectant. They enter. Father is duly greeted.
SCENE 29: CLOSE SHOT. Mother and Father. Mother
is

begins to say, happy as a lark:

"Cuthbert

SCENE 30:
finger

is

comes up

to seal

”

coming

CLOSE-UP

of Mother's full face as Father's

her smiling

lips.

She shakes free

to get in:

TITLE:

SCENE 15: MEDIUM SHOT. The children are taking
the news in a big way (Intercut this scene with close-ups
of the happy children.)
Mother leaves the group to left.
SCENE 16: MEDIUM SHOT. Your side yard fence or

rush

playmates, about to

their

MEDIUM SHOT.

his eyes

TITLE:

MEDIUM SHOT.

of

down

air.

The children

open window of his home, as Son races
the big announcement:

Father

and dashing away.

the

CLOSE SHOT. Children are bubbling out
Faces alert and happy. They are shouting:

"Cuthbert

SCENE 22:

it,

five o'clock!”

SCENE

SCENE 21:
TITLE:

SCENE 23:
hand.

of the children running
in

is

MEDIUM SHOT.

to a gathering
burst with good news.

letter

in

coming home!”

Excitement

breathlessly

coming home!”
Letter
the camera.

is

LONG SHOT

19:

the sidewalk.

from enHer face lights up

MEDIUM SHOT.

SCENE 6:
skips happily

of

say:

San as

TITLE:

ter

Mother leaning over tne
fence, eagerly awaiting her next door neighbor who comes
in and joins her at the fence.

the good news.

CLOSE-UP.

5:

velope, unfolds it, reads
joyously as she exclaims:

At

CLOSE SHOT

17:

SCENE 20:

the envelope.

to

SCENE

it.

4:
CLOSE SHOT. Mother opening the letter
She discovers a waiting letter, eagerly snaps it up.
a plain envelope with no corner card.
She tears open

and sends impatient hallo

right

into the neighboring yard.

TITLE: "Cuthbert

Featurng your letter box.
camera, goes to the letter box and

SCENE
box.

Mother enters from

hedge.

MEDIUM SHOT.

3;

Mother enters
opens

cen-

Barry Staley

"At

SCENE 31:
Father's

hand

SCENE 32:
fraction until

five o'clock!”

MEDIUM SHOT.
to see his wrist

CLOSE-UP
five

All

the family.

San

lifts

watch.

of the wrist watch.

It

shows a

o'clock.

Continued on page 402
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Oh/ Ho!

Life

personal

scarcely

use,

progressive

a

amateur cinematographer

its

home
of

is

varying

d

Cameraman

C

ENSUS EXPERTS estimate there is a camera in every
American hame. We are a nation of picture takers.
The family snapshot album has a place beside every
With the advent of handy movie cameras for
fireside.

without

of

complete

by

degrees

Harry Burdick

of ability.

Many
usual

these amateur camera wielders reveal an unThey delve deeper

of

flair

for cinematic composition.

They produce films covering a wide
works
Photographically their
assortment of subjects.
And, in common with hordes
leave nothing to be desired.
of other individuals, male and female, of all ages, whose
ears are impinged by the siren call from Hollywood, they
aspire to studio jobs and imagined lives of opulence and
technique.

the

in''o

ease.

magazine and studio camera department execubarrage of queries from amateur cineadmittedly very proficient with amateur
cameras, who gaze with longing eyes on a Hollywood cineThis

tives face a steady

matagraphers,

matographic

post.

So let us look into the life of an ace studio cinematographer whose daily photographic creations tour the
and consider his qualifications and duties. Possibly
the ambitious amateur will prefer retaining his simon-pu''e

globe,

status.

Men who

are filming Hollywood productions are, in
who have grown up with the business
growing have contributed their share to cur-

the main, veterans

and

in

rent

camera

so

practice.

—

such noted practictioners as
Tony Gaudio, Joseph August, Charles Rosher, Arthur Edeson and other prominent A.S.C. constituents with title
Director of Photography who have been shooting pictures
They were presiding over
for the past twenty-five years.
cameras in the gone days when studios were "comps,”

There

a

are

the

pioneers

two-reeler was a colossal

"million

dollar"

feature and

mation picture people were generally regarded as a queer
lot.

;

,

Then, we have the great majority of practicing cinematographers who have been engaged in their profession
Nat a man of these but
from fifteen to twenty years.
has at least one outstanding, history-making picture to
Each is steeped in practical studio production
his credit.
proceedure such as can be had only by rubbing against
the daily trials and tribulations that are confronted in
In parlance, "he knows all
the course of daily work.
the answers."
There is the younger generation of up-coming cineCharles
matographers who have forged to top rank.
Lang, Leo Tover, Gregg Toland, William Mellor, are inThese comparative sprigs are pushing some of
stances.
the seniors right off the bench.

But
I

let

us see

what

lies

behind the current successes

every instance, we find ten
years of severest studio training behind them.
Charles Lang won the Academy Award in 1934 in
recognition of the cinematographic merit of his "A FareWhat is back of his gold statuette? A
well to Arms."
Confining, exacting years in the
university diploma.

of these younger artists.
to

In

fifteen

Years as an Assistant, lugging tripods
More years as Operative Cinematographer, doing re-takes and other clean-up and fillin jobs; a scant-budgeted program picture with a cast of

studio

laboratory.

and camera equipment.

finally a hesitant try-out on a minor producthese, and other, gruelling assignments before
gained confidence in him sufficiently to entrust a major picture with great stars, elaborate sets and
throbbing drama to his handling.
Similar lengthy experience-gaining periods are behind
every cinematographer who has been awarded his practicing permit within recent years.
Where can any amateur, irrespective of photographic

unknowns;
All

tion.

producers

compare in line of specialized training and
knowledge of production's peculiar problems?
Nor is the cinematographer's life any fabled bed of
orchids or even roses after he has hung out his shingle.
For one thing, he works longer hours than anyone on the
And he is working constantly while on duty. As
lot.
soon as one scene is in the camera, he starts lining up
the next set-up. The camera crew is the production paceOthers may relax end catch up with their crossmaker.
word puzzles between scenes, but not the cinemaproficiency,

tographer.

Regardless of how late he

he

is

left

the

lot

the night before,

on the job bright and early the next morning.

He

visits the laboratory and inspects the light tests, and conHe
fers on other phases of the previous day's shooting.

on the set a half-hour in advonce of schedule, to have
the scene prepared for taking when the cast arrives.
At lunch hour, he inspects sets on other stages at request of the art department; passes on costumes in wardis

robe departments; helps the star decide which hat ta
wear, which sweater is most becoming to wear to the tenthe hero s
nis matches on Sunday, which necktie sets off
and grabs a
masculine beauty to greatest effectiveness
next scene
bite in time to return to the set and have the

—

ready to take when the cast returns from lunch.
When the afternoon shooting is done, which may be
other studio
six o'clock or nine, he joins the director and
officials

in

the

projection

room and reviews yesterday's

rushes.

Aside from the long hours, he faces technical criticism
The cinemafram nearly every point of the compass.
him
tographer places no restrictions on subjects provided
directors,
art
builders,
Set
purposes.
for photographic
photograph
wardrobe designers may go the limit; he'll

what they

create.

And each of these separate factors appraises the
photography from his own individual angle.
photographstars, especially wamen stars, must be
The

to them.
in mode acceptable and pleasing
enterWithal, the photography must contain requisite
Finally,
producer.
the
satisfy
to
ingredients
tainment
the
picture is released, every photographer in

ed

’

when

the

world, professional

and

lay,

scans

it

for possible flaws.

Continued on page 403
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SELASSIE reached Addis Ababa in
May 1st and left the country the

This served os a signal
that the Italians would soon arrive in the capital.
The
Emperor's train had not pulled out of the station, when
the shooting started, becoming more and more intense with
each passing hour. At 9 o'clock in the morning of May 2
the firing
I

decided

in
I

special train.

the streets had grown to such an extent that

should have to

move

if

I

wanted

to get pictures

of the events going on.

The chauffeur

of the car

had been using

for months,
me through the streets for filming, but
consented to drive me over to the British Legation,
four miles out of town.
My camera outfit, negative raw
stock, and belongings had to be taken to a safe place;
in this case it was the British Legation. Also, from there
could more easily get in and out of town.
However,
still
needed transportation for my filming raids to town.
Walking in the streets with a camera, while the shooting
and looting was going on would have meant sure death.
had to secure an open lorry and an adequate number of
men as guards. Just as
swung out of the hotel grounds
I

refused to drive

finally

I

I

I

John Dored, A.S.C.

I

ewsree mg

ss in

with my car, headed for the British Legation, there was in
the streets a lorry and a number of well armed Abyssinians,
carrying things out of a house and loading them on the

ia

n

War

They were looters. A sudden thought struck me.
not try to hire these men? When
offered them more
money than they would be able to make looting, it did
the trick and they became my body-guards with transportalorry.

Why

I

by

tion included. During the three and a half days of looting,
the prices on the "looting market" were quoted as follows:
a box (ten bottles) of Champagne 5 Thalers (two dollars

U.

S.

)

John Dored, A.S.C.
With

Paramount Newsreel

a box of finest Swiss chocolate, 3 Thalers, a brand

new Ford car (without a chauffeur) 5 Thalers, a carload
of various conserves and other eatables 20 Thalers, a brand
new machine gun with as many rounds of cartridges to it
as one wants

(from the Imperial Palace)

4 Thalers.

Everything else was offered at the same ridiculously
level. But those who- bought these bargains, did not go
caught by other looters.
My newly
appointed body-guard was quite glad to accept my offer to
earn more money in an honest way and to run less risk of
being shot. Five of them were armed with army type rifles,
revolvers and swords and one man had a portable machine
gun, with a magazine holding 22 bullets. They were young,
brave men, ready to show what they could do.
My lorry
nt)w looked like a small fortress. They threw the looted
things off the lorry and followed my car to the British Legation. Our way was through the main street, full of looters.
The doors of the shops were broken, the windows
smashed, all kinds of things were lying in the street, armed
people rushing in and out of the shops, men firing rifles,
low

far before they were

swinging swords above their heads.
was a mad sight and a mad drive through this crowd of
No police, no authority anywhere. The town was
at the mercy of a wild mob.
At top speed we made our way through the streets. If
the car stopped, we ran the danger of being shot; stray
bullets were flying all over. As soon as my things were put
in the British Legation and my camera outfit prepared tor
action,
returned to town with my lorry and men. They
took their position on the open platform of the lorry in
pistols, revolvers, others
It

looters.

I

such a way that they could shoot at a moment's notice
all

in

directions.

With an automatic film camera
stood in front of the
open platform and was able to register the scenes taking
place in the streets. One had to grab things quickly in
order to record this great tragedy before getting shot
we
had plenty of chances of getting shot.
I

—

On

the

day of

concentrated on general
views of the looting, of sights among the ruins, burning
houses during the night, etc. and making practically all
the shots without stopping the lorry. If good fortune was
with me
intended to make the details and close-ups the
next day. When evening came, we returned to the British
Legation, where
made my film ready for shipment out
of the country by the first train leaving Addis Ababa to
Djibuti (French Somaliland). The railroad station of Addis is at the opposite end of the town from the British Legation and to reach it, it is necessary to cross the center
of the town. By this time it was night and the shooting in
town was more intense than during the day. Driving through
the town at night, was more dangerous than during the
daytime, because one could not see, whether the looters
were aiming at you or not. However, the parcel had to be
first

looting,

I

I

I

and we made the trip. The stawas crowded with refugees, who had lived in
town and had no chance to reach their
respective Legations.
From the railroad employees and

delivered at the station
tion building

this section of the

Continuad on page 400
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WHEELS

OF INDUSTRY
using a Weston, or other photometer, it must be noted that a
diiference in the reading will have to be

dachrome emulsion Film has been introduced on the market. This new emulsion,
when developed by the new process, in-

made
Where

simple reason.
(such as the Dufaycolor

creases the speed of this film from the
5 to a new
original value of 4 Scheine

is used on the lens of the camera,
the Weston meter “sees" the white light
of the photoflood lamps as it is reflected
from the subject being photographed.
But when taking a picture with Dufaycolor Wonderlite lamps, the light of
which is deep blue, the Weston meter

value of approximately 10 Scheine 19.
This value is tentative and subject to
revision when further tests are completed.
These values are for Daylight, again
there being no data available at the

In

Kodachrome For

•

Kodachrome

film

two sizes

“stills" in

mode

exposures)

electric

Cameras

Still

is

—

now

available far
K828 (8

No.

roll

especially

for

re-

the

announced Kodak Bantam Special.
K828 Kodachrome Film is not suitable for use in the f.6.3 and Doublet
models of the Kodak Bantam, because
the lens apertures of these cameras are

cently

not sufficient to give the exposure required in making snapshots.
Another size, K135 (18 exposures)
ready for Kodak Retina, Leica and
is
similiar cameras.

Contax and

Kodachome
required for

No

color

equipment

extra

ardinary

all

“shots."

is

The

The full color transis in the film.
parencies can either be viewed in their
original size by transmitted light, or proFor
jected in large form on a screen.
be
should
transparencies
projecting,
color

Glass
mounted in a 2”x2" glass
slides, special works and varied colored
binding tape are made available, also a
slide.

card mount for hand viewing.
If desired, the transparencies

may

be

following

the

a filter

“sees" merely this blue
from the subject.

The
meter

natural

provides

transparencies.

for

lA)

fect

light

reflected

the blue light on the
only about one-fourth the efHence the
white light on it.

effect of
is

of

factor must be multiplied by 4.
Thus, the Weston speed of Dufaycolor
film used in photoflood light being 3, it
must be taken as four times 3, or 12,
when estimating the exposure in the blue
lamps. This will
light
of Wonderlite
automatically carrect the very low response of the Weston meter obtained in

Weston

blue light.

Kadachrome Speed

jectors especially

lecture

to follow with

designed for home or
showing of the transparencies.

•

regard to the use of this

particular film.

Dufaycolor Lamps

Change No.

lamps, according to the manufacturers enable natural color photographs to be taken in any studio or

• These

light, with Dufayany camera without
color film used
any filter on the lens. These lamps are
of the Photo flood type, giving a very

home by incandescent
in

high

amount

rent used,

the long
tests

and

life

made

of illumination for the curis

it

claimed they have
Spectroscopic
Dufaycolar Research

of five hours.
in

the

Laboratory have shown that the spectral

energy distribution of the lamps remains canstant throughaut the life of
the lamps; in other words the color rendition should be faithful during the entire

useful

life

of the

lamps.

The glass of which the
Wonderlite lamps are made
colored to give the

as our standard

lA

same

Dufaycolor
is

specially

filtering effect

filter.

to the

1

cameras that were correctly calibrated.
A new development process has recently been introduced which changes
the speed of the original emulsion from

Weston speed of 4-15 Scheine
Weston speed of 6-17 Scheine.
a

All

are

of
for

the

available at the
sten

to

above speeds referred

No
moment

Daylight.

information

a

veloped by

the

new

process.

DeVry Summer School

• Formerly known as The DeVry Summer School of Visual Education, The
National Conference of Visual Education
easily achieved national proportions in
session under the new name;
its first
and for the first time in the knowledge
observer, Chicago newspapers
this
and several magazines sent reporters to

cover the Conference. Among these latter, The Christian Science Monitor, Advertising Age and Educational Screen

gave extended writeups of the sessions.
Other magazine representatives were
from Nation's Schools, Child Life, and

Management. The Associated

press

sent a reporter and there was one European press representative.
Moreaver, the Conference received invitations from New York, Philadelphia
and Hollywood, to hold its next session
their

in

the

cities.

total

The Secretary reported

registrations,

including

those

The actual
in advance, were 523.
attendance check up showed 307 present. These figures are the largest ever,
and give a reliable index of the growing

made

interest in

regarding Tung-

New
•

itself.

Change No. 2
last

emulsion

Visual

Education.

is

light.

Within the

identified by

number. Numbers
above “9120“ indicate the new emulhigher Weston
the
require
which
sion,
speed. Number “9120“ and below ore
old emulsion numbers and require a Weston film speed of 6 Scheine 17 if dethe

to

Note that the above change was a
change in the development process and
not a change due to a change in the
film

Tungsten.

for

The new emulsion can be
noting

Sales
1

market during the
last six months, Kodachrome Film re5quired a Weston speed of 4 Scheine
This film speed and the original developing process gave satisfactory results on

As supplied

moment

of

There have been two important
changes in Kodachrome Film made during the past few weeks. These changes
are called to your attention so that you
will immediately know the correct course

mounted in a 3'4x4-inch slide. Special
masks are also available for this purpose.
In preparation, and timed for early announcement, is a series of Eastman pro-

1

few days a new Kc-

Filters

The Chess-United Co. announce op-

tical

glass

filters,

correspanding

popular Wratten gelatine types
mission characteristics.

The

filters

optical

glass,

are

sizes for every

made

in

to

the

trans-

of solid colored

and are available m all
camera and lens mount.

6

.

color... co/or...

COLOR
.

with

“Eights”

matchless

chrome

is

and

charm

of

at night,

inexpensive color-correcting

A Kodachrome

new

standard 16

mm.

PRICES

Koda-

16

devotees.

rolls or 50-

foot magazines or Packettes of Cine.

Kodak Kodachrome
there

Film.

For these

not only the regular Kodachrome for outdoor daytime filming, but
is

Cini-Kodak
Eight "20"
Evmv omc* •
novi* maker.

Eight
Its

finemenb, and
smart styling
rank

age

indicator.

S34.50, with
Kodak Anastigmat /.3.5

lens.

EACH SUPREME

A — 50-foot

rolls,

of 8

Eight Kodachrome

mm.

outdoors, slip on a

rolls,

$18.00; 50-foot maga-

mm. cameras
roll of

taking

Cine-Kodak

may match

their 16

contemporaries stride for stride

Kodachrome

Filter

for Photoflood for indoor color filming
with the aid of inexpensive Kodaflector.

Chicago, or Rochester, X. Y.

pany, Rochester, X. Y.

highest

among

filming.

the standard 25-foot

Cine-Kodak Eight
Kodachrome, $3.75 per roll. All
of the above prices include
processing at Hollywood,

re-

Icvul finders,
automatic foot-

daytime

And owners
both reg-

Kodachrome
lending Tyjje

filter

the proper color balance

$4.75; 100-foot rolls, $9.00; 200-

^.1.9

many

expo•urc guide.aye-

and Type

and another

zines, $5.00.

"60"

fast

Built-in

it

mitting the use of daytime

foot

Cine-Kodak

lens,

mm. Kodachrome,

ular

cameras loading

with 50-, 100-, or 200-foot

per-

for

—the

Kodachrome movies can be made by
all

filter

.

“Sixteens”
full-color

daily winning

Kodachrome, Type A, for color movies
and out. There is an

at night, indoors

with movie makers, everywhere, the
swing is to color. Outdoors. .indoors.

the

"Eights."

$91 .SO, including de luxe carrying case.

IN ITS FIELD,

Ask your dealer to show you Kodachrome movies. Eastman Kodak Com-

Magazine
Cine-Kodak
The

mm.

ideal

1

home

movie camera.
Loads in 3100onds with any
of 4 film magalines. 3 spee^,

4 accessory
lenses. $125,

Finest, most
versatile, of all

amateur movie
cameras. Price,

and

full

infor-

mation, on re-

quest

with f.1.9 lens.

THESE ARE THE

KODACHROME CAMERAS
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Two

USE

Continued from page 392

KIN-O-LUX
16MM.
REVERSAL FILM
No.

Ideal for

1.

work.
$2.50
50 ft
$3.00
100 ft
Panchromatic
No. 3. Super - sensitive
Highly
film.
anti-halo
Fine-grain,
compensated for all colors of the
spectrum.
$3.50
50 ft
$6.00
100 ft
all-round

for

include Scratch-Proofing,
Processing and return postage.
Catalog ‘D’ on request.
Prices

-

-

casting

while we're talking about

remembering only to open your
a stop more than the meter
the meter says f:16, set the
lens half way between f;16 and f:ll.
of
the 23-A is approximatefactor
The
(remember, filter-factors vary acly 4
cording to the kind of film you use)
so simply open up two stops (f:8 instead of f:16, etc.) when you want normal effects. Where you are more in-

one of
through

terested in cloud-effects than in- anything else, you can underexpose a bit, to

filming,

the

this

window; but in
imposis usually

have often managed a very conlighted-window effect by simply
using a reflector to throw a strong glare
I

vincing

of sunlight against the glass,

again

And

lastly,

distant haze

when
with

KINO-HYPAR
t 2 7
and t 3
Long Focus Lenses
and 4" focal lengths
Ideal tor purposes of sport and travel
cinematography and tor the interesting
closeups that races and games afford.
A Kino-Hypar Long Focus Lens is the

3

Distance Eye «t your camera, portraying the remote object in clear and
accurate detail.
Catalog B-9 on request

American Opticol Co.
New York
St.

full

Film

.

.

Panchromatic
Fine Grain
.

.

.

Reversal
Speed

.

.

16mm
.

.Low

Includes processing.

Priced.

1

00-ft.

roll

$4.25

(they are often quite different things!)

And the two filters
would notice it!
and the 23-A have
the Aero
use
definite advantages for all-around use.
for example, may once in a
The Aero
while give you less correction than you

—

like;

it

use

close-ups

23-A

light

is

• Mfr. of 16mm and 35mm Recording
Heads, Amplifiers, Developing Machines,

re-

of

it

objection-

immune from
faces,

but

so noticeably that

you

when
(I

people

there

are

don't

recommend

in
it

And the
at any time.)
enough so that red dresses

embarrass you.

Ordinarily,

a

heavy red

white.

CINEMA ARTS CRAFTS
Hollywood,

Calif.

after

are

more;

trol in the processing laboratory. So my
suggestion for night-effect exposures
with a 23-A would be to increase the
meter's indication by only a stop, or even
half-a-stop, shooting in a normal f:16

light at about f:ll or less, where f:8
would be normal for a regular day ef-

fect with the

filter

will

same

filter.

most substandard

Lastly, since

filter-

done with glass filters used in
front of the lens, do not overlook the
importance of a really good sunshade.
Nearly everyone has, of course, had experience with the flare produced when
the direct rays of the sun strike the
glass of the lens; and most of them have
learned that it is just as important to
protect the filter from direct sunlight.
ing

is

But even when you've turned your lens
completely away from the sun's rays, if
you do not use a good, deep sunshade,
light-rays

enough scattered
the filter to do a

lot of

will

reach

undisciplined re-

the glass surfaces, and
veil the finer qualities of your scene. So

among

flecting

a

you

want my complete formula for
filtering, it is; use an Aero

simplified

red dress photographs nearly black;

turn

With the 23-A, the

but

almost

it

red

light-

for all

23-A

for

normal
all

filtering effects;

overcorrection

—

use a

cloud

ef-

a fairly dark gray,

night effects, and so on; expose
accurately; and always use a good, deep

and a night-effect
and the same dress
are used together, you will not have to
explain
that she didn't change her

just try the sunshade
sunshade. And
with some of your extremely fast lenses,
helps
It
and long-focus telephotos.
there, even when you're not using fil-

clothes between the two scenes.

ters!

ened, but
so

if

it

is

still

a normal scene

scene of the same

Etc.

HE-1984

When you
lit, white clouds.
night - effects, underexpose
correction,
strong
want
you
still
heavy shadows and a black sky to get
over the idea of night, and with substandard film, you must also underexpose enough to trick the automatic confor strongly

if

not

will

the already darkened sky less exand make a better background

posure,

1

by all
used
Testers Polishers
• Light
We are the Sole Mfrs.
major studios.
and Distributors.

914 N. Fairfax

it

long-shot.

not

is

"wash out"

to

does not do

people

of

faces

the

The 23-A
tendency

can't

for

Printers,

would ovei-

exposure to give you the full range of
effects, but the heavier red filters not
only call for far greater (and often prohibitive) increases in exposure, but they

your

—

give you just the rignt

will

it

a

ably.

If

:

but ninety-nine times out of

The 23-A may be mila, and
little more accurate control

it.

it,

half

lens

advises.

,

effect, while a heavier filter

9320 California Avenue

---CIXEX---

I

—

1

a hundred,

this

South Gate, California

—

I

whiten

Hollywoodland Studios

better

the
had had the heavier F. But
if
difference would be so subtle that only
a photogrophic expert or a filter-fiend

quire

A

little

cloud-effect more unusual

stance, or a

do

Film

could do a

I

forget

give

admit, times

will

stronger correction of an Aero 2, for in-

would

KEVEUSAI.

I

some other filter than either of
these two. Sometimes an ordinary scene
might be a shade more pleasing with the

1

UOIXYWOOD

is

long-shots.

in

felt

I've

it

for cutting

There have been,

FOR FOOTBALL

16mm

made

the best filters

to reflect

lens.

the 23-A, don't forget that

and other Sports

C. P. Goerz
317 East 34th

the

into

on most Pan
The factor of the Aero
and Superpan films is about one and
that
you can put
means
That
one half.
the filter on your camera and virtually
1

placing a few powerful Sun Spots so that
personal

GOEP

simplifies

your night-shot concerns itself directly
with a house, it helps to have a suggestion of light in the window. A professional can usually do this by simply

sible.

New York

Standardizing on these two filters
the matter of exposure, too.

and with the low
shadows
Sometimes when

interesting

long,

across your foreground.

they shine out of

Inf.
105 West 40th Street

sun

a back-light,

to

light

Outdoor Use. EconomPerformance.
High
$2.00
50 ft

Priced.
ically
$3.00
100 ft
No. 2. Unexcelled

Are Enough

Filters

girl

is

fects,

—

NOT AT AN

September,
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Let Your Films

CINEQVIE

Speak

PRESENTS

just

tion

Wind
Mark

16 MM

want

the

to

reel

1

MOTION PICTURE

.

the action of the picture.
This time start only the

background

and the projectmusic turntable No.
or.
As soon as you see the first marker
on the screen start turntable No. 2
and at the second marker continue with
the comment from where you left off.
At the end of this second record mahe
the same marks on the film. For record
No. 3 we can use the reverse side of
and for record No. 4 we can use
No.
the reverse side of No. 2. At 78 r. p. m.
1

FILMS
100

per

$2“

....

feet

PANCHROMATIC

RAPID

per 100 feet

ULTRA-RAPID

PANCHROMATIC

it will take five single sides to record the
complete reel.

Eastman SUPER-X Panchromatic NEGATIVE
and POSITIVE

$7'“

100 feet

per

1

$5“

100 feet

per

To play the picture with the completed records, rewind the film, set your
leader start mark in the aperture. Set

All Prices Include Processing

No.
Don't forget to change the connection
of pickup No. 2 which has been used
for a recorder from the output to the
input of the amplifier as we are going

up

ENLARGING

DUPLICATING

EDITING

TITLING
Write to

Cineque Laboratories,
123 W. 64th Street

New York

I

Inc.

record

No.

1

on

turntable

1

.

to use the dual turntables in their regu-

City

lar

manner.

Place record No. 2 on turntable No.
and the proStart turntable No.
2.
everything is O.K.
If
jector together.
1

TODAY’S

16MM

SOUND

CINEMAPHONE

16MM

S.O.S.

PROJECTORS

FILM

Projectors give you

performance,

Now

professional

brilliant

extreme

tion,

Only

illumina-

simplicity

.

.

.

at unheard of low prices. Every

$195
Up

you have set
the record correctly the music will boom

in

GREATEST RUTS
IN

CINEMAPffONE
You’ll
S.O.S.

is

guaranteed.

save

real

money

Free

folder

brings

at

the

Write today!

facts.

the

recording

and

out at the start of the title. Then it will
fade down at the end of the title and
your voice will come in. For instance,
(music fades to
TITLE (music)
(voice) "Son Franbackground level)
cisco,

the city by the Golden Gate.

For

transbay travel has been by ferNow a mighty bridge hurls itself
."
across the waters
It will be necessary, perhaps, to slow

years

ryboat.

or speed up the projector motor
keep the picture in synchronization
with the record. However, a little practice makes this easy and after showing
the film a few times you will get to know

down

S. O. S.
1600

-F

COUP.

LEICA,

to

New York

Broadway

City

and other cameras at

Morgan Camera Shop
Sunset

rela-

Watch for your markers, at the first
one start turntable No. 2, at the second marker, fade over or switch to pickup No. 2. You should have a neat
change over and the voice will go right
on talking. Your audience will not realize a change has been made and will be
amazed to hear later that five or six
records were necessary to complete the
picture.

as we have
Turn over record No.
record No. 3 on the reverse side. Keep
the projector in sync with the playing
record. You will find that should a rec1

get seriously out of sync, that m
than three minutes another record
up the comment and start off
take
will
in sync with the markers.
ord

less

Watch the markers and at the first
one start record No. 3 which is on turnand at the second marker
table No.
Follow this
switch to pickup No.
procedure throughout the picture.
1

1

If

.

you use the records at thirty-three
third r. p. m. it will only be necHowever
to make two records.

and a

essary

the tone quality near the center of the
record will be very bass and of very low
In the case of six records re-

fidelity.

and No. 6 on one record;
No. 2 and No. 4 together. No. 3 and No.
record. This is so, be5 on the third
cause, if you start out No. 1-No. 3. No.
2-No. 4, then you will find that No. 5
and No. 6 will be on the same record
and then it would be necessary to stop

cord No.

the

1

accompaniment

in

order to turn the

record over.
It

is

surprising

the

secured

effect

this system of describing your
Dramatic films of course cannot
be done in this manner as exact synchronization would be necessary to produce a dramatic "talkie". For travel

when using
films.

films or topical films
fire

showmanship.

though,

All titles

inated except the opening
End".

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

Newsreeling the Italo-Abyssinian

it

is

sure

can be elim-

title

and "The

RiDUCTlONS
ENLARGEMENTS
DUPLICATES

GEO. W.
7100

•
•

COLBURN
N.Washtenaw Ave

CHICAGO.

ILL

War

Continued from page 395

Calif.

refugees a group of fifty men had been
formed to defend the station against

9
9

in

to the action.

CONTAX, ROLLEIFLEX

EXAKTA
6305

Themselves

where the voice should be

notice these markers.

back about four feet.
the record you have just recorded
Place another record
cs record No.
on the recording turntable and set up
customary to
is
It
the music again.
change the musical background to fit

operator,

A NEW LINE OF

SEMI-ORTHO

for

Continued from page 391

an attack by the looters. The railroad
traffic had been cut off entirely and no
The
leaving
the capital.
trains were
station master promised to put my parcel on the first outgoing train.
Back again to the Legation. In the
meantime the Abyssinian Red Cross

the main street had been
and while passing it, a rain
of bullets was streaming out of it in all
directions. The Red Cross had a stock
This
of ammunition for their guards.
was now burning.
As the British Legation was unable to
had to
occommodate all the refuges,
Stray bullets
sleep on an open porch.

building
set

on

afire,

I

!

Soptambar,

1936

o
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from town and neighboring native huts
were whistling pest our heads, killing

and wounding a score of people
The
the Legation's grounds.

several

on

right

shooting never stopped even during the
nights

to

follow.

On May

had not
4, the situation
changed a bit. The shooting and the
looting was going on, but the town was
now practically in ruins. Dead bodies,
of humans and animals, were lying in

1

Ji

j

r*"

the streets, rotting under the hot African

sun and spreading a sickening
Towards the evening of May 4

covered

practically

all

smell.
I

A

angles.

had
crew

and myself, during the three days of
roaming around town, had become accustomed to the dangers surrounding us
and so far everything had gone fine, even
groups of looters approached our lorry
and greeted us and chatted with us.
Among them was a group of former

now

policemen,

turned

looters,

with

whom
had became acquainted during
my ten months stay in Addis. They
knew me as a sincere friend of Abyssinia.
At nightfall on May 4th we had to
I

make

the usual trip to the railroad sta-

my film. On the way back
British Legation we were run between two bands of looters, shooting at
each other. My chauffeur made a quick
turn into the yard of a nearby house in
order to get out of the line of fire. But
while making the turn a bullet hit one
of my men, inflicting a deadly and horrible wound.
He died a few minutes
This happened due to a pitch
later.
dark night. After an hour's waiting in
tion to deliver

Show Movies

The mark of quality

more

for

than a quarter of a century.

the yard, the firing had diminished and
we managed to get away
and reach the Legation without further

The morning
grounds

of

of

May

5th was spent

the

British

fortifications.

in

Legation

refugees and of the
the early afternoon,

scenes of
In

news reached us that the Italians were
approaching Addis and would enter the
town late the same day. The only road
to Addis from the north front, by which
the

could

Italians

passed

the

British

enter

the

Legation.

to metal

at

case

right

ing

the town,

4:30

looting

gradually died down. Scenes of the Italians entering Addis were taken

the

projector

or

OWN

TRIPOD

latest illustratefi literature!

Italians started enter-

the shooting and

for

One reason why the Da-Lite Challenger is the most
popular screen made is that it can be set anywhere.
Unlike the box type models, the Challenger does not
have to be placed on a table. A specially designed
tripod is pivotally attached to the metal case in
which the screen is mounted. The screen can be set
up in a jiffy and adjusted quickly to the proper
height.
There are seven sizes from 30"x40" up to
and including 70"x94".
The larger sizes have a
crank lift.
Ask for these itiAispeiisahle Da-Lite
uiovie aecesories at your dealer's or write direct for

first

As soon as the

space

THIS SCREEN HAS ITS

legs.

the next day.

til

No delay clearing a
screen

angles

and open

capital,

At

shows” can be put on with professional smoothness.

slide projectors.

Swing tripod

motorized column of the
p.
Italian trpops was passing the Legation
and other groups followed it, lasting un-

m. the

With these two Da-Lite accessories your “picture

The Da-Lite Projector Stand can be adjusted in
height to project the picture above the heads of the
audience.
This permits seating your guests in direct line with the
screen where they can see the
picture to best advantage.
The stand is equipped
either with a tilting table, with side clamps, for
silent projectors or a non-tilting table for sound and

incidents.

filming

Way

Easy

ASSURES BEST VIEW OF PICTURES

with lights out

the

the

with the » A -LITE
PltOJECTOR STAAD aiifl
CHALLEAtiiEB SCICEEA

to the

Lift

screen

and

hook

height desired
over goose neck!
to

IIA-LITE
2723 No. Crawford Ave.

CO., IXC.
Chicago,

Illinois

and were

completed by working the whole day on
May 6th. The story was finished. Now
was the question of how to get the film
out of the country. No trains were running.
Good fortune favored me. After
the first Italian column reached Addis
on May 5th a train with a detachmer't

a < LnfE Screens
1

AND

/

/I

E.IACCESSORIES
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French Senegalese troops from Direarrived on hour later. They

of

Doouo hod

had been sent
protect
the

and
However,

to stop the looting

French interests.

the

forbade

forces

Italian

the

t-rench

troops to enter the town and had issued

82.10
-

Itolls

ft.

81.00

-

they were not to leave the

strict orders,

station

railroad

FILM
2 lOO

and

return

to

Dire-

to

Daoua. A train with these troops left
Addis on May 7th in the morning and
managed to get on board it with all my
film.
Luckily, the Italians were not organized in Addis and
was able to leave
the town without being noticed. OtherI

FOTosiioi*

i*iciri:s

arc

I.OWKST!

By maintaining our

own

laborator-

for the processing of

CINE and

ies

I

UtitelitQ 'Twin’^Uctot
the

ere’S

H

smartest
lightins
unit developed in years.
It’s a
veritable “studio-robot” does the
of elaborate, costly equipment
in a fraction of the time.
Reflectors
may be placed at will, to throw light
from a thousand different angles.
Tripod rises to 6*4 ft. adjustable reflector-arms 2 ft. long enable total
height of 8^/2 ft.
Built for hard serTripod and reflector-arms of
vice!
solid steel, dull-nickel plated.
Other
features are 10" silvered aluminum
reflectors, ball-swivel joints, 660 Watt
push-thru sockets, 8 ft. Underwriters
Approved rubber cord, rubber tipped
tripod feet, etc.
it’s a typical BRITELITE-TRU VISION quality product!

—

work

—

my

wise,

would have been taken

film

away by

the

authorities,

Italian

De

to

Rome for censorship ond nobody
knows when the film would have reached
the Paramount News.

sent to

Forty kilometres out

efficiently

$6.50

The Senegalese troops returned
the fire with rifles and machine bullets
and we went through this zone unhurt.

of
Cases,

Reflector

line

Storage

Projector

Beaded Screens,
new,
perfected
Model Screen.

tal

the

Units,
Cases,

etc.

us

2 100-ft.

and

W.

Crys-

&

nounces
Accessories

way

N.Y.

MEDIUM SHOT.

the

Children

hour.

Son anlead

edge of porch. Mother
and peer anxiously up the

to the

ing,
City,

most

.

films.

and STILL picture equip-

ment bought,
.

on

details

giving

cine

and exchanged

sold

allowances

liberal

at

—

F0T08H0P. liic.

Continued from page 393

SCENE 33;

literature

New York

26th St.,

ECONOMY

our

.

—especially

Co., Inc.

520

— $8.00

Film

prices.

Motion Picture Screen

$ 4.25
rolls

FREE CIRCULAR
request

on

sent

Not Too Sedate

semi-automatic

complete

for

$ 3.50

roll

or Solemn

Tripod

Write

ft.

ULTRA-RAPID PAN

MOTION

Have your dealer show you our complete

100

per

—

Price

big

at

RAPID PANCHROMATIC

coaches.

Family Film/

order

savings.

train was attacked by a band of brigands and their bullets were piercing the

A

your

fill

and

speedily

the

Addis,

of

we can

STILL films

Father

bored

is

SCENE 34:

1361/^-A

the

West 32nd

New York

Street

City

followstreet.

stiff.

CLOSE-UP

of the line of

wide-eyed, staring up the street.
welcome sight comes into view. Son

faces,

The New

16mm

A

sees

PANCHROMATIC NEGATIVES
(Eastman, Agfa, Dupont)
will
ity.

surorise vou with their fine qualtheir beautiful tones and grainless

reproductions,
oped by the

if

DUNNING PROCESS COMPANY
932 N. La Brea Avenue
Hollywood, Calif.
reduced to 16mm)

first

and points

in

excitement.

LONG SHOT.

descript old sedan or delivery

A

non-

wagon

is

approaching the camera.

you have them devel-

DUNNING CRAINLESS METHOD

it

SCENE 35:

SCENE

36:

MEDIUM SHOT.

Chil-

Mother race to the curbing.
up the street. Father is
not among them. The old sedan drives
in, comes to a jittery stop.

dren and
Eyes

(35mm

strained

SCENE

37:

CLOSE MEDIUM SHOT.

and Mother crowd about the
They can scarcely wait. The
door opens. An elderly figure emerges
but gets no reception. He turns and from

Children

CRAIG
SPLICER and

REWINDS

car's door.

the

inner

recesses

of

his

vehicle brings

faces are peeking over the side wall of
the box in Mother's hands. She lowers
the box for them to see better. As the
box comes down, we see chalked on the

box lowers
contents

SCENE 39:

is

of

the

box,

tenderly passed

1053

So. Olive St.

tne

we can see its
ambling about in a

further,

turtle

SCENE 40:

Los Angeles, Cal.

at

level

CLOSE SHOT.

of Children's eyes.

local

Close-

Camera

Eager

little

a turtle
pet shop,

if

is

not available at your
equally surprising

an

denouement may be managed by borrowing

MEDIUM SHOT.

surrounded by the children, their
heads craned forward for better view,
Mother has the box.
ly

two geared rewinds
21" board.
all mounted on
CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.

still

a

bedding of grass.
Or,

CLOSE-UP

from one side, as it
to hands of Mother.

Junior S.olicer with

—

out a shallow wooden box.

SCENE 38:

CRAIG lUNIOR COMBINATION $8.50

"CUTHBERT." As

side the lettering

a

duck,

caged parrot,

frog

or

other odd sort of creature.
In

should

shooting
increase

builds up.

and

in

the closing scene clearly
tity of

the

editing,

steadily

Let the climax

home-coming

as

tempo

suspense

come fast and
show the identraveler.

—

.
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Salvage Vacation Film With
^'Stock-Shots'^
Continued from page 390

much

In

upped

same way,

the

on

under

wifie

a

He matched up

birch-tree.

and took core

he closeconvenient

the lighting,

show only the

to

tree

and

the lady.

As

the shots of himself changing

for

the tire, he borrowed his neighbor's
camera, and drove to a convenient and
little-traveled country roadside. He made
a shot of himself storting to change the
tire, aiming his camera toward the car.

Then

a close-up of himself looking off-

again with only the car for a
background. After this, he planned to
cut a few inches of his porcupine shot.
Then a shot of him grabbing his camera,
and another
this time away from the
car,
with a woodsy background
apstage,

—

parently

—

focusing

and

Then

shaoting.

came

the best porcupine footage. On the
screen, it all loaked as if it haa been
made the same day, in the same place.

The close-ups

of the wife

and kiddies

were easy. All that was necessary was
to have them put on the same clothers
they wore on the trip, and stand wheie
he could close-up on them from a low
angle, getting only the sky for a background. His own front yard was all the
"location" he needed for this shot. But
he had to film the scene twice. The first
time, he couldn't resist the temptation
to use his red filter and darken the sky
and he forgot that the red filter would
make his wife's dark red dress photo
graph very light, indeed.

"SHOWS WHERE

I

STARTED USING THE WESTON

wnete ^ooa pnoto^tapkij ke^lni"
“For years

my

trips,”

I

have kept a photo record of
another weston en-

writes

“About one year ago I bought
a WESTON Meter; and anyone glancing
through my albums today can easily
thusiast.

the

spot

exact

the

where

my good

not only gives
for

my

where I started
which is the page
photography begins. It

page,

meter;

using

stills

me

creative

astist

I

know

of

works

launched,

script

plete information

under such pressure.
picture

a

is

I

to

expo-

its

get the exact

after. It’s

by
I

far

ever

made.” All leading photographic dealers
will be glad to demonstrate the weston.
^ isit your dealer today, or write for com-

Cameraman

Before

me
am

the best photographic investment

for the Life of a

Continued from page 394

No

the correct settings

and movies, bnt

sure dial enables

exposure results

Oh, He!

.

must be studied; tests made of stars,
make-up, wardrobe, locations and
a dozen other factors influencing photographic values.
The set may be a telephone booth or occupy an entire stage,
before production starts the cinematographer knows the light qualities of

.

.

Weston

.

Electrical

Instrument Corporation. 598 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

sets,

every

A

inch

of

few days ago,

Bros.

I

lot.

Folsey

ing

the

hot,

hands were
as

far

rolling

as

^/^^osureJi^efers

it.

was on the WarOn one stage George
was filming "Cain and Abel."
Temperatures in the open were soaring
gayly above the century mark.
On the
set were several hundred people.
An
inquisitive soul smuggled in a thermometer.
It read 135!
On another set, Arthur Edeson was
doing the next "Gold-Diggers" extravaganza.
The set was a small one, hemmed in on all sides. Lights were burnner

We S T 0]X

stagnant

stuffy,

air.

All

from there, to the comparative cool
comfort of searing sun glare.
Na, the cinematographer's tour of
duty is not a sinecure.
It has its compensations, but it carries many burdens.
Studia cinematographic berths can be
wan aniy by gradual absorption ot studio
technique.
They can be held only by
surviving sharpest competitive critical

Cinematography as practiced by the
studia cinematographer and the amateur are twa utterly different chapters.
Their

celluloid

took myself away

amateur

—

I

sale

connection

ribbon.
in

The

the land

is

is

the

most
still

common
proficient

the veriest

cinematography.

studio

letter-writer

As

Calvin

phrased,
there
find

not

is

necessarily

A
an

Coolidge

"When men

so

brilliantly

are out of work,

unemployment."
Where to
steady employment for all of Holis

lywood's
a

analyses.

devoid of excess clothing
law allows
perspiration

the

from them.

beginner at
deft

accomplished playwright.

qualified

pressing

artists

cinematographers is
Vintage camera

problem.

are out of work every day.

Up-

wards of one hundred Directors of
Photography are on A.S.C. rolls. Studio
production
seldom gets above forty
features at a time even during high
tide.

—
I.

September,

•
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ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
Minimum

word.

Seven cents a

Rates:

charge, one dollar per insertion.

3 Bell
tor

&

WANTED

Howell five-way Sound Printers, Mo-

generators, panel control boards. Duplex Printer, especially adapted for duping
Sound and silent Moviolas; Educational

Blimp and Dolly; Bell & Howell splicTitle Board with lathe bed; Bell &
Howell silent cameras. Bell & Howell moBell Cr Howell high-speed gear box,
Mitchell and Bell & Howell Friction head
tripods. Above equipment used but in perat
condition
fect mechanical and optical
Hollywood Camera Exprices.
bargain
change, Ltd., 1600 No. Cahuenga Blvd.,
address:
Cable
California.
Hollywood,

We pay cash for everything photographic.
Send full information and lowHollywood Camera Exest cash prices.
change, 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,

WANTED.

ers.

tors,

FOR SALE— MISCELLANEOUS

JUST

WHAT

YOU’RE LOOKING FOR.

FREE

LISTS SHOW Cameras, Tripods,
Printers,
Systems, Projectors,
Moviolas, Motors, Magazines, Animators,
We'll
and used.
Galvanometers, new
1600-F Broadway, New
S. O. S.,
trade.
York.

BARGAIN

Recording

BUY, SELL AND RENT PROFESSIONAL
AND 16mm EQUIPMENT NEW AND USED,
WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS FOR ALL LEAD-

WE

MANUFACTURERS.

ING

Established since

Y. C.

THIS

IS

Ave.,

SILENCED

State price and condition.
265, American Cinematog-

Box

Write
rapher.

Mifchell Camera, 40, 50 and

75mm.

Astro F2.3 Lenses, Upright Mitchell Finder,
two
Mitchell Matt Box and Sunshade,
1000 ft. Magazines, Friction Tripod Head
and Legs, complete equipment with CarCamera Supply Co.,
rying Cases, $2600.
Ltd., 1515 No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.

1

STANDARD UNIT
&

“I”

Magazines.

Camera Supply,

New

SHUTTLE

170°Camera.

Howell

Mitchell

York

Inc.,

Also,

for

Bell

400 foot

Picture
Motion
723 Seventh Ave.,

City.

N.

1910.

GREATER VALUE MONTH AT S.O.S.
Look RCA Photophone
slashed!

—

Prices

EYEMO CAMERA.

Hocamex.

CAM-

RUBY

ERA EXCHANGE, 729 Seventh

Calif.

brand
Area Studio Recorders,
$1,495.00; Background Projection
Screens, from $144.00; Fox Movietone ReVariable

Back

Issues

American

oF

new,

Cameras, $975.00; RCA Re-ReRCA Calvanometers,
$150.00;
corders,
$75.00; Western Electric Recording Amfrom $43.50; W. E. Condenser
plifiers,
Microphones, $95.00. Send for list. S.O.S.,
1600-F Broadway, New York.
cording

LARGEST STOCK FIRST CLASS UP TO DATE
CAMERA EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD
Rebuilt silenced and standard Bell & How-

—

1700 Cameras Hi-Speed gear boxes
Hi-Speed check pawl shuttles, new Fear-

ell

Howell. Silent Movless shuttles for Bell
Single System cameras
iola Model D.

&

Two

DeBrie
complete with sound equipment.
Model M, with 3 lenses, automatic dissolve, complete outfit.
new.
Splicers
as
rebuilt
Bell & Howell

— March,
1935 — None.
1934 —
1936

July,

Portable blimp with follow focus for Mit'h-

100 ft. Stineman Developing
Camera.
Used Holmes 35mm Sound on Film
Precision, DeBrie and
Projector complete.
Bell
Bell Cr Howell pan and tilt tripods.
Cr Howell 100 ft.. 400 ft. magazines. Motors, sunshades, finders, lenses and all ac-

cessories.

wire or cable.

Write,

PICTURE CAMERA

SEVENTH AVE..
CINECAMERA.

SUPPLY,

NEW YORK

MOTION

INC.,

1933

1932

—

August, September.
June,

October,

—
1930 —
1929 —
1928 —

Bell

&

Cooke

or

Zeiss,

Exchange

Hollywood,

months.

All

months except FebAugust, November.

—
—

1924

All

1923

January,

months.

May,

All months.

April,

August,

Sep-

November,

De-

cember.

All months.
All

March,

July,

tember,

1922

—

January, February, March,

May, October, November,

months.

December.
April,

May, June,

July,

August, November, De-

All Back Issues

1921

—

October,

November,

De-

cember.

Ltd.,
Calif.

1600
Cable,

Are

Priced at 30c

American

HOWELL

Camera silenced, adapted
for color, with variable area recording single
system sound. Complete outfit like new,
ready to shoot. Price $3000.00. Hollywood
Blvd.,

All

Camera, original
40, 50 and 75mm.

B & H Movement,
Lenses, choice of Astro,

Camera

months except Octo-

Howell

Standard Matt Box, Disc and Filter HoldExtension
Finder,
Large
Sunshade,
ers,
two 1000 ft. or four
Upright,
and
400 ft. Magazines, Standard Tripod Head
Complete with Carrying Cases,
and Legs.
Camera Supply Co., Ltd., 1515
$1100.
No. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

BELL &

All

ruary,

months except

cember.
SILENCED

1925

October.

1931

Double magazines for
Will fit
color work or double printing.
Mitchell Camera, for $75.00 each. Camera Supplv Co.. Ltd., 1515 No. Cahuenga
Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

All

—
—
—

1926

November, December.

CITY, N. Y.

shape, $90.00 each.

1927

date.

ber and Navember.

— Morch,

723

BI-PAC ADAPTERS for Bell & Howell Camtriangular
Take two magazines,
eras.

Jo

January, March, April,

ell

outfit.

Hand

Cinematographer on

633

1

Hollywood Blvd

in

Single Copies

Cinematographer
Hollywood, Calif

Cahuenga
Hocamex.

t\

AMATEUR

MOVIE
CONTEST
FOR

1936...
The American Cinematographer 1936 Amateur
Is open to amateurs all over the world

Competition

who

use either

8mm

or

The films must be
Cinematographer not

In

16mm

film.

the offices of the American

later than

November

30,

1936.

There are no restrictions as to the number of submay be entered, nor are there any restric-

jects that

tions as to the length of the subjects.
rule that applies,
Is

received

Include

in

titles

however,

is

The one

strict

that no professional help

the making of the picture. This does not

which

may be made

at a laboratory.

The recognition of those who are given awards

be

the nature of a gold medallion which

will

be given
by the American Society of Cinematographers who
will be the judges of these pictures.
In

The pictures
competition

will

be given

may be

will

classifications so that the

all entrants.
By this we
mean that an entrant having a documentary film will
not compete with one who has based his on a scenario.
Of course, there will be more classifications than these.

The

classifications will

fair to

be created according to the

pic-

tures that are received.

Please

remember your films must be

the American Cinematographer, 633

I

evard, Hollywood, Calif., not later than
1936.

In

the office of

Hollywood

Boul-

November

30,

Cameras

Mitchell

Are Standard

The World Over
f| It’s

almost impossible to find a cameraman

who

has never

operated a Mitchell Camera.

If It’s practically

impossible to find a studio anywhere in the

world that does not use Mitchell Cameras.

Mitchell Cameras Are Standard the

Mitchell

World Over

Camera Corporation
ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
WEST HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

665 N.

Cable Address

“MITCAMCO”

Phone Oxford 1051

AGENCIES
BELL & HOWELL CO., LTD., London, England
CLAUD C. CARTER, Sydney, Australia
D. NAGASE & CO., LTD., Osaka, Japan

MOTION PICTURE CAMERA SUPPLY, INC., New York City
BOMBAY RADIO CO., LTD., Bombay, India
ARMINIO CONTI, Rome, Italy
H.

NASSIBIAN,

Cairo, Egypt

